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 As Western society loses its collective memory of Christendom, the Church not 
only is becoming irrelevant, to many it is even suspect.  Subsequently, the challenge is to 
present a tangible witness that the local community recognizes as Gospel.  One way to 
present a tangible witness to the Gospel and unite local churches is through collective 
acts of service.  This ministry focus paper introduces a reproducible strategy for local 
churches, equipping them to overcome differences in mission focus, theology, and 
ethnicity to work together as the Body of Christ to bless their city through tangible acts of 
service.   
Part One introduces the diverse city of Milpitas, CA and the churches within the 
Milpitas Pastors Association.  While diversity is a beautiful feature of Milpitas, its 
linguistic and ethnic subcultures have contributed to a fractured and weakened local 
church—a serious missional impairment in a city where the majority of people do not 
have a Christian background.  Yet, despite these obstacles a group of diverse churches 
found a way to function missionally as the local Body of Christ.  
Part Two establishes the theological foundation of this project.  It draws primarily 
from a Reformed heritage, but also is influenced by contemporary Evangelical and 
ancient Catholic traditions.  It presents a theology for ecumenical service-evangelism 
founded on the biblical conviction that there truly is one Church, the Body of Christ.  As 
the Body of Christ, the Church is called to present the Gospel not only verbally, tangibly 
through its ethic.  This incarnational witness introduces a Gospel narrative 
understandable to a diverse non-Christian community, particularly through service. 
Part Three presents Milpitas Cares, the model ultimately implemented by the 
churches in Milpitas.  It describes its initial introduction, successive development, various 
lessons learned, and future possibilities.  It closes with an assessment of the project and 
its potential reproducibility. 
 
Content Reader:  Richard Peace, PhD 
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Throughout church history, leaders have birthed new ministry initiatives out of 
ecstasy or irritation.  In the case of my project, admittedly, it was the latter.  From this 
irritation came a dream for helping local churches work together in mission. 
I have been an ordained pastor in the Presbyterian Church since 2007.  I have 
served three parishes—two in California and one in Washington.1  Prior to serving as an 
ordained minister in the church, I worked with Young Life, a para-church ministry to 
teens for twelve years, mostly in Ohio.  In each context I participated in a local 
association of ministers that met regularly.  Typically these groups were composed of the 
local pastors who served congregations within a given community along with an 
occasional para-church worker.  Each of these four different ministerial associations was 
quite different.  Some were more orthodox; others represented a broader theological 
spectrum.  Some were ethnically homogenous, others more diverse.  Regardless, each of 
these groups had three things in common:  first, each group was formed around a 
common geographical association, typically the local city.  Second, each minister 
proclaimed love for God and concern for the local community.  And finally, each 
association lacked any defined form of missional partnership.  It was the frustration over 
this third shared feature that ultimately inspired this project. 
 Without a common missional partnership, most ministerial association 
meetings—no matter the context—consisted of a light lunch, a few reports about “what’s 
                                                        
1 At the outset of this project my ordination was with the Presbyterian Church (USA).  I now am a 
minister in ECO, An Evangelical Covenant Order of Presbyterians. 
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happening in my church” and some brief form of collective prayer.  One or two pastors 
hinted at mutual partnership, but rarely did any action come to fruition.  Competing 
schedules, disparate theology, and differences in respective mission foci undermined any 
attempt to collaborate missionally.  If someone had asked, most likely we would have 
claimed that we partnered together.  Yet, a closer examination would have revealed that 
we ultimately collaborated only in broad-based principle.  Over each ministerial lunch I 
continued to have the same thought:  surely God’s desire for the local Body of Christ 
must be something more than distinct companies operating with the same owner.   
The closest any of these ministerial groups came to any formal sense of 
partnership in mission were the few times we rallied together to protect our mutual 
interests.  There was one occasion in Saratoga, CA, where the ministerial association 
campaigned in support of the local Orthodox congregation for the right to put an onion 
dome on their new building.  Then, this past year in Milpitas our ministerial association 
worked together to oppose the founding of a local casino.  At its pinnacle, my experience 
of mission within the context of a local association of ministers was collective opposition.   
I have heard of ministers elsewhere who built more robust coalitions, but in none 
of the contexts I have known has there been a proactive ministerial partnership as the 
Body of Christ for the local community.  Surely there must be some way that local 
churches could partner together for the sake of God’s Kingdom and the local community.  
Such a coalition is not only biblical; it is arguably more needed than ever. 
 In the context of Christendom, ministers intentionally building friendships in a 
community divided by denominational differences was a significant act in itself.  When I 
was a teenager, it was news in my hometown in Ohio that our Presbyterian pastor was a 
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good friend of the local Catholic priest.  However, in today’s increasingly post-
Christendom America, where most people have no congregational connection, moreover 
an understanding of denominational differences and the historical friction between 
churches, it must be asked why would anyone find it significant that pastors meet simply 
to foster friendships?  In post-Christendom there is no reason why such a gathering itself 
holds significance—especially if the only perceived outcome of these gatherings is 
largely small talk.   
 To be fair, it is understandable why ministerial gatherings do not frequently foster 
missional partnerships.  Consider just three factors:  theology, missional foci, and time.  
The primary reason denominations exist today are historical differences in theology.  
Although the emphasis that churches place on these differences has waned in recent 
years, the fact is that these differences exist and continue to present a real challenge to 
missional cooperation.  A classic example is a church that theologically emphasizes 
social justice and another that theologically emphasizes personal evangelism.  The 
challenge is how such theologically diverse congregations can truly work together and 
espouse their core convictions.  Then, even in a context where theology may not be a 
dividing factor, consider missional foci.  Different foci in mission (even within the same 
community) frequently dissuade churches from partnering.  This is most apparent—and 
perhaps most justified—in churches reaching people in different language groups.2  
Churches must explore whether then can partner locally and still respect each 
                                                        
2 Whether there are legitimate divisional boundaries in the mission of the Body of Christ, 
especially those dictated by linguistic differences, is an important question. However, the answer to this 
question lies outside the boundaries of this analysis.  This project outlines a level of local partnership where 
even churches that do not share a common language can cooperate for the benefit of the local city. 
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congregation’s missional emphases.  Finally, there are basic time constraints.  Without 
the investment of time, trusting relationships cannot be built.  Clearly, for missional 
partnerships between congregations to be built, relationships among pastors must be 
nurtured.  Despite these objections and questions, the thought persisted.  Surely there 
must be a way for the local Body of Christ to partner together.  
The purpose of this paper is to describe a way that churches can partner together 
despite their theological differences and variations in mission foci to bless the local 
community as the Body of Christ through tangible acts of service.  Such collaboration is 
indeed possible.3  In fact, an example of such a partnership has begun in a community 
that is an unlikely candidate for success.  After much thought and prayer, I introduced a 
model for localized missional partnership to the churches in my city, Milpitas, three years 
ago—and I am excited to report that it is working beautifully.  In fact, it is working far 
better than I had ever thought possible.   
 After moving to Milpitas in 2012 to become the senior pastor of Christ 
Community Church of Milpitas, I became even less confident that such a localized 
missional partnership could be established.  In perhaps one of the busiest and most 
hurried places on earth, Silicon Valley, I wondered if pastors would make the time to 
meet and build relationships.  In a city where more than 50 percent of the community 
does not speak English at home, and with churches reflecting these linguistic differences, 
how a local partnership effectively could reach such a diverse community was the 
                                                        
3 The model this paper describes also will function in more theologically diverse contexts—
perhaps even with non-Christian entities.  Yet, with such diversity the clarity of the collective message 
becomes convoluted. For the purpose of this project the scope of local missional partnership is limited to 
Christian churches.   
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challenge.  Moreover, after meeting the pastors who participated the local ministerial 
association, it had to be asked how could such a multi-ethnic group, with various mission 
foci and variations of theological convictions ever team together?   
 With God’s help, the plan I initially outlined has taken root and is working.  This 
paper describes the way that the very diverse churches in Milpitas have overcome 
theological, missional, ethnic, and linguistic differences to partner together in service to 
the community as the local Body of Christ.  Using the churches in Milpitas as a model, 
the purpose of this ministry focus paper is to introduce a reproducible strategy for local 
churches enabling them to overcome differences in mission focus and theology to work 
together as the Body of Christ to and bless their city through tangible acts of service. 
To introduce this model and the theology that informs it, I have divided my paper 
into three parts.  I begin with an introduction to the local context of Milpitas and the 
particular challenges it presents to forming a localized missional partnership.  
Specifically, I present the history of Milpitas and its demographics, introduce the 
churches in Milpitas participating in the Milpitas Pastors Association, and present a brief 
analysis of the Milpitas Pastors Association as a vehicle for missional partnership. 
In the second section I introduce a theology of the Body of Christ and its mission 
within a localized setting, dividing the presentation into two chapters.  The first chapter 
introduces the primary literary resources referenced in constructing the theology that 
informed this project.  The second chapter draws upon these primary resources to 
introduce a theology of mission for the local church employing Paul’s descriptor of the 
Church as the Body of Christ.   
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Building on the theology described in Part Two, the final section describes the 
missional strategy adopted by the churches in Milpitas.  This section also is divided into 
two chapters.  The first chapter outlines the plan to introduce and conduct local 
evangelistic mission for the churches in Milpitas, as well as the goals for the first year of 
the project.  The second chapter describes the actual results of these plans and some 
suggestions for future improvements. 
Despite the enormity of forming a local partnership among such ethnically and 
denominationally diverse churches, this project shows that local cooperation as the Body 
of Christ is indeed possible—and fruitful.  The model of monthly gatherings 
complimented by an annual season of service—Milpitas Cares—continues to gain steam 
as it enters its fourth year. The hope of this paper and its formerly frustrated author is 
this:  if such local partnership can function within Milpitas, a city flooded with ethnically 
and linguistically diverse immigrants, with churches that differ greatly in theological 
composition and missional focus, then the Milpitas model can be reproduced elsewhere, 













CHAPTER 1  
 





This chapter introduces the very diverse city of Milpitas, and the unique 
challenges and opportunities it presents to proclaiming the Gospel and forging a 
missional partnership among local churches.  Its purpose is to analyze the relevant 
history, demographics, and characteristics of Milpitas and their implications for local 
ministry.  It also introduces the context of the Milpitas Pastors Association and analyzes 
the opportunities that were identified at the outset of this project for local missional 
partnership—and the challenges that had prevented it.   
The chapter is divided into three sections.  Section one introduces a brief history 
of the city of Milpitas and an interpretive analysis of Milpitas as a mission field.  The 
chapter specifically notes how the city’s rapid development, ethnic diversity, and 
relatively few evangelical Christians present a unique challenge for the localized Body of 
Christ.  Section two describes the current dynamics of the churches in Milpitas, focusing 
on the churches participating in the Milpitas Pastors Association.  Although these 
churches differ in their ethnicity, denominational backgrounds, and sizes, they have 
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found common ground in their evangelical convictions, care for the city, and their 
common ability to speak English.  Finally, section three offers an introduction to 
potential of the Milpitas churches working together in mission, some particular 
challenges to this partnership, and the way Christ Community Church of Milpitas 
recognized it could help.  None of the churches are equipped to reach the entirety of the 
city alone.  Only through a local partnership might the churches gain enough visibility 
and a foothold in the local politic of to make an evangelistic impact in the city.  Thus, this 
chapter ultimately introduces the context of Milpitas, its local churches, and the 
challenges to creating a working missional partnership among these churches.   
 
An Interpretive Analysis of Milpitas as a Mission Field 
 
Milpitas evolved from an agricultural, to an industrial, and finally to the 
technology-based economy that today is one of the largest immigrant gateways into 
Silicon Valley.  The city that forty years ago was composed predominantly of people of 
European descent with a Christian background, today is home to a majority of people of 
Asian descent who know little about Christ.  Moreover, studies show that those who are 
not immigrants are now predominantly post-Christian.  Any strategy for the localized 
Body of Christ must address both this ethnic diversity and evangelistic challenge. 
Milpitas is a city of approximately 70,000 people in Bay Area of Northern 
California. 1  The San Francisco Bay lies to the northwest of Milpitas, Oakland 35 miles 
to the north, and the city of San Jose is on its southern border.  Milpitas officially 
                                                        
1 U. S. Census Bureau, “State and County QuickFacts: Milpitas, CA,” http://quickfacts.census. 
gov/qfd/states/06/0647766.html (accessed March 26, 2015). 
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declared its independence from San Jose in 1954 and today largely serves as its suburb.  
Particularly since its formal incorporation, Milpitas has undergone tremendous changes 
in its economics and population. 
The city’s name offers some insight into its origins.  Milpitas is a “Nahuatl 
(Aztec) word meaning ‘little cornfields’” and provides a historical reference to the area’s 
first immigrant farmers who were granted the land in 1835 by then Mexican governor 
Jose Castro.2  Beginning in the 1850s, these original Spanish and Portuguese settlers were 
joined by mostly English, Irish, and German immigrants who likewise came to farm the 
fertile soil of Milpitas.3  Milpitas largely remained an agricultural community until 1955 
when the Ford Motor Company built a local Assembly Plant.4  Its presence accelerated 
extensive residential and retail development in the 1960s and 1970s.5  Over a span of fifty 
years, the once rural town of 800 people in 1950 grew to a city of approximately 37,820 
in 1980.6  In 1984 the Ford plant closed, making way for the next focus of local economic 
development:  technology.   
Today, Milpitas has very little agriculture and its industry is diminishing, but it is 
home to a number of large technology companies, including SanDisk, Seagate 
Technology and Cisco Systems.  These companies have helped Milpitas grow from 
                                                        
2 Patricia Loomis, Milpitas, The Century of ‘Little Cornfields,’ 1852-1952 (Milpitas, CA: Milpitas 
Historical Society, 1999), 2. 
 
3 Some of whom were former “‘49ers,” Gold Rush prospectors, who decided to trade their pickaxe 
for a plow. See Loomis, Milpitas, 5-12. 
 
4 Robert Devincenzi et al, Milpitas, Five Dynamic Decades (Milpitas, CA:  City of Milpitas, 
2004), 18-21. 
 
5 Ibid., 20. 
 
6 Ibid., 49. 
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50,686 in 1990 to its current population of 69,783.7  In the past sixty years, Milpitas has 
experienced exponential population growth and rapid development.  In fact, these many 
changes have occurred within such a short timespan that some older Milpitas residents 
reminisce about picking fruit locally as kids in the summers for extra money.8 
 All of this rapid change in such a short period of time contributes to the 
entrepreneurial mindset within the city and the surrounding area.  There are few 
impediments from the past that prevent the city from embracing new growth and new 
ideas.  The moniker “Silicon Valley” given to the South Bay area describes its drive to 
develop new technologies.  The hope at the outset of this project was that this familiarity 
with change and the prevailing entrepreneurial mindset might also encourage the 
churches in Milpitas to pilot a new approach to local partnership.  
Beyond these vast economic and population changes, Milpitas also has changed 
demographically to become one of the largest immigrant gateways into Silicon Valley.  
In 1980, by most US standards, Milpitas already was an ethnically diverse city with a 
populace of 17 percent Latino, 12 percent from Asian backgrounds, and 7 percent 
African-American.9  By 1990, the city diversified even further with 35 percent from 
Asian backgrounds, 17 percent Latino, and 6 percent African American.10  But even these 
numbers pale in comparison to the diversity of the city today.  Today, Milpitas’ populace 
                                                        
7 Ibid., 49, and U. S. Census Bureau, “State and County QuickFacts: Milpitas, CA.” 
 
8 Personal interview with members of Christ Community Church of Milpitas, January 14, 2015. 
Many of the older congregants at CCCM voice such memories. 
 
9 Devincenzi, et al., Milpitas, 49. 
 
10 Ibid., 49. 
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is composed of62 percent of various Asian backgrounds, 17 percent Latino, 15 percent 
European-American, and 3 percent Black.11  Of the people of Asian backgrounds, 
approximately 28 percent are Filipin25 percent are Vietnamese, 24 percent are Chinese, 
and 15 percent are Indian—the remainder being from other Asian contexts.12  Nearly 50 
percent of Milpitas’ current residents were born outside of the United States.13  And 
nearly 65 percent of people living in Milpitas speak a different language than English at 
home.14  Labeling Milpitas a diverse community is a gross understatement.  This city is 
an international hodgepodge. 
Such diversity presents a real challenge for unity within the city, moreover the 
churches trying to reach it.  Yet, unlike many cities in the United States, Milpitas is not 
segmented into various ethnic ghettos; rather, people of various ethnicities and languages 
live interspersed throughout Milpitas.15  If the various ethnic groups were indeed 
sequestered throughout the city, missional geography could become an impediment to 
                                                        
11 It is also worth noting that no known first Americans remain in Milpitas.  Thus all current 
residents can indeed be considered immigrants of different periods.  While the census reports European-
American as “White,” this project prefers to avoid the racial overtones of that descriptor. The project thus 
re-categorizes “White” persons as “European Americans” in an effort to identify all of Milpitas’ current 
residents as immigrants of various periods.  While not all people who consider themselves “White” are 
indeed European Americans—clearly this has been a historically slippery term in the United States—for 
the purpose of this analysis of Milpitas and its desire to refer to ethnicities void of an accompanying racial 
narrative, any discrepancies in categorization through the use this distinction are negligible. See the U. S. 
Census Bureau, “State and County QuickFacts: Milpitas, CA.” 
 
12 World Media Group, “Milpitas CA, Population and Races,” http://www.usa.com/milpitas-ca-
population-and-races.htm#PlaceofBirthandCitizenship (accessed March 26, 2015). 
 




15 Anecdotally, my next-door neighbor on the left is from India.  The people next to them are from 
China.  The neighbors on the author’s right are from the Philippines.  This is the norm in the area, not the 
exception. 
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local church cooperation.  Local churches might be tempted to resist greater cooperation 
outside of their ethnic community.  However, the geographic dispersion of these 
ethnicities throughout the city actually lends itself to greater citywide church cooperation. 
With the large influx of immigrants to Milpitas, perhaps something particularly 
relevant to this project is already apparent to the reader:  such tremendous immigration 
has impacted the city’s religious landscape.  At the time of its formal founding as a city in 
1954, Milpitas was composed predominantly of people of European descent with a 
Catholic Christian background.16  Today, Milpitas is home to a majority of people of 
Asian descent, most without a historic Christian background,17 and Christianity has lost 
its ascendency among the area’s other residents.   
Each year Barna, along with the American Bible Society, does a survey of the 
most Bible-minded cities in America.  Barna defines “bible-minded” as both people’s 
attitudes toward the Christian Scriptures and what they teach.  Of the one hundred 
regions surveyed, the Bay Area was ranked as the ninety-seventh least Bible-minded 
region in the nation.  Only Boston, Albany, and Providence ranked as less Bible-
minded.18  In 2015 Barna released a study about the most post-Christian cities in 
America.  Barna defines post-Christian by fifteen different factors such as, people who do 
                                                        
16 In 1850 there were two churches in town, a robust Catholic church and a smaller Presbyterian 
church that consisted largely of European immigrants and their children.  See Robert Burrill, Images of 
America, Milpitas (Milpitas, CA:  Robert Burrill and the Milpitas Historical Society, 2004), 27 and 45. 
 
17 Only the Filipino immigrants, as noted previously at 28 percent of the Asian population (12.5 
percent of the greater city) have a Catholic Christian background.  See U. S. Census Bureau, “State and 
County QuickFacts:  Milpitas, CA,” and The Association of Religious Archives, “Religious Traditions 
2010: County Membership Report: Santa Clara County, CA,” http://www.thearda.com/rcms2010/r/c/06/ 
rcms2010_06085_county_name_2010.asp. (accessed April 6, 2015). 
 
18 Barna Group, “2015 Bible Minded Cities,” https://cities.barna.org/2015-bible-minded-cities 
(accessed October 19, 2015). 
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not believe in God, who do not pray, have never made a commitment to Christ, and do 
not believe the Bible or attend a church.  The Bay Area ranks as the number one post-
Christian city in the United States.19  The figures assembled by ARDA (The Association 
of Religion Data Archives) affirm these reports, finding that nearly 60 percent of Santa 
Clara County does not claim any religious affiliation and only a little over 8 percent 
claim to be affiliated with Evangelical Protestant churches.20  
Yet, this is not to say that the city is irreligious.  In a recent interview, Jose 
Esteves, the mayor of Milpitas, described the city as very “spiritual” because there are so 
many religious gathering places in Milpitas—Christian churches, Buddhist temples, 
Hindu temples, and Islamic mosques: “Perhaps more than in any other community [in the 
Bay Area].”21  Driving down the city’s historic main street there are a large Buddhist 
temple, a large Hindu temple, and the historic St. John the Baptist Catholic Church.22   
Since these immigrants have carried their religious views from their former home 
country, this poses both an opportunity and a challenge to local churches.  Despite 
Milpitas’ religious diversity, the common perception of most immigrants is that 
Christianity remains the ascendant religion.23  This both helps the Church’s evangelistic 
                                                        
19 Barna Group, “The Most Post Christian Cities in the U.S., 2015 vs. 2013,”  
https://cities.barna.org/america-more-post-christian-than-two-years-ago (accessed October 19, 2015). 
 
20 The Association of Religious Archives, “Religious Traditions 2010.” 
 
21 Personal interview, Milpitas, CA, September 2014. 
 
22 The Presbyterian Church building that also was on this street and concurrently was used as the 
city’s first grammar school burned down in 1910.  See Burrill, Images of America, 27. 
 
23 CCCM hosts nearly thirty English as a Second Language classes as an outreach to local 
immigrants.  It is the collective testimony of these immigrants over a number of years that serves as the 
basis of this conclusion. 
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efforts in Milpitas and hinders it.  For example, in respect to the children of these 
immigrants, this perception often is an asset evangelistically.  Many parents want their 
children to adapt to American culture while upholding more traditional ethical values; 
therefore local Christian youth groups hold a strong appeal to many immigrant parents.  
Many parents drop off their children to youth groups so that they might better adopt 
American culture while reinforcing what is perceived as a more traditional ethic.  
Subsequently, a possible inroad for church partnership, as well as greater community 
participation, may be through means that help families teach their children greater 
concern for serving others.   
Alternatively, for those immigrants who seek to uphold the religious traditions of 
their home country, the perception that Christianity is “American” presents a formidable 
evangelistic challenge.  Because Christianity is perceived to compromise the ethnic 
identity they wish to retain, it can keep immigrants from connecting with a church.  
Subsequently, rather than constructing a model for local outreach that challenges the 
particular ethic foci of any of the Milpitas churches, it seems evangelistically important to 
preserve such a focus.  The ability of people of a particular ethnic group to see and 
connect with others who share those cultural roots could be critical to overcoming the 
view that Christianity is “American.”  
Clearly it is an understatement to describe Milpitas as a diverse city.  It is a city of 
people from all over the world, but particularly of immigrants from Asia.  Each of these 
diverse ethnic groups has imported its culture and its religious beliefs.  No longer is it 
necessary to travel abroad to conduct foreign mission work; the mission field has come to 
Milpitas.  
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An Interpretive Analysis of Local Churches,  
Particularly those within the Milpitas Pastors Association 
 
The local churches in Milpitas have organized themselves in quite different ways 
to minister to the diverse context of ethnicities, religions, and languages in this 
continuously changing city.  It is possible to categorize three predominant types of 
churches in Milpitas.  There are mono-ethnic churches organized to reach a particular 
ethnic group, others that are predominantly mono-ethnic but actively seeking to welcome 
outside ethnic groups, and finally, multi-ethnic congregations. 
The majority of churches in the city are mono-ethnic, organized to reach one 
particular ethnic group.  Three churches in Milpitas serve the local ethnic Chinese 
population and hold worship services in Mandarin and Cantonese.24  Typically these 
churches attract first-generation immigrants seeking ethnic and cultural affinity in a 
foreign country.  These churches are relatively small numerically.  All are under 250 in 
membership.    
Then there are churches that are seeking to overcome their mono-ethnicity by 
reaching out to other ethnicities.  These churches fall into two categories.  First, there are 
churches that are largely Caucasian that were organized before the large influx of 
immigrants came to the area.  These churches struggle to reach people who are not of 
European descent.  Then there are largely non-Caucasian churches that were formed as 
daughter churches of an ethnically-focused congregation.  These churches are mostly 
composed of the children of first-generation immigrants who speak English as a first 
                                                        
24 More specifically, there are three “brick and mortar” mono-ethnic churches.  While there may 
be other “home” churches that meet outside of traditional worship facilities, none of these groups have 
formally registered their existence.  See The Association of Religious Archives, “Interactive GIS Map for 
Zip Code 95035,” http://maps.nazarene.org/ARDADemographics/?search=95035 (accessed April 6, 2015). 
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language and no longer relate primarily to the culture of the mother church.  While both 
examples of these mono-ethnic churches express a strong desire to welcome people of 
other ethnicities, their majority ethnic populations and accompanying culture often 
become a barrier too high for people not of that predominant ethnicity to overcome. 
Finally, a few churches have adapted to the demographic changes and now consist 
of members from multiple ethnicities.  Christ Community Church of Milpitas (CCCM), 
the community the church where I serve as senior pastor, is a primary example.  While 
these churches may still have one predominant culture (Anglo-American in the case of 
CCCM) and speak English, these churches have effectively welcomed people of various 
ethnic backgrounds—particularly second-generation Americans—and have made space 
for various ethnic subcultures, typically in small groups. 
In respect to this project, it is important to note that to some degree, each of these 
churches faces the temptation to compete for the same people.  The mono-ethnic 
churches that focus particularly on immigrant families are challenged to keep their 
second-generation children from going to another church.  The churches that are seeking 
to be multi-ethnic are tempted to compete both with one another and the mono-ethnic 
churches.  This temptation to compete has not yet soured any of the relationships among 
the participating pastors.  Still any missional model for the local church must not add fuel 
to an already combustible situation.  
 18 
At the outset of the project in 2012, seven churches regularly participated in the 
Milpitas Pastors Association.25  These churches reflect the diverse features of the city and 
each of the categories of churches outlined above.  Here is a brief description of these 
churches in alphabetical order.  Ark Baptist Church is a Southern Baptist church of 
approximately one hundred people that serves the local Chinese population, holding 
services in both Mandarin and Cantonese dialects.  It has one solo pastor.  Cathedral of 
Faith is an independent charismatic church.  Its Milpitas location is a satellite of its larger 
mother church in San Jose.  It has approximately 125 members of various ethnicities and 
also has one solo pastor.  Christ Community Church of Milpitas is a Presbyterian church 
(ECO) of approximately 1,100 people.  Although the church had been Caucasian for most 
of its history, it now has over forty different ethnic groups represented. It also has three 
associate pastors and eight full-time staff.  
Grace Alliance Church is a church of approximately 250 and is connected to the 
Grace Missionary Alliance denomination.  It holds services in Vietnamese and has one 
solo pastor.  Mount Olive Lutheran is a part of the Missouri Synod Lutheran Church.  It 
is a predominantly Caucasian church of approximately 325 people and is an example of a 
church seeking to welcome new ethnicities.  It has one pastor and a few part-time support 
staff.  Pathway Bible Fellowship is a church of approximately 300 people and is the 
                                                        
25 While it is difficult to count exactly how many churches there are in Milpitas, there are 
seventeen churches that have addresses listed in the White Pages.  Two of these churches are Catholic and 
one Syrian Orthodox.  Because the Milpitas Pastors Association is perceived as Protestant, these churches 
have not expressed much interest in participating.  There also is one liberal leaning Methodist church that 
does not participate because the Pastors Association is evangelical.  Three of these churches are ethnic 
based without a pastor fluent in English.  These churches do not participate because the Pastors 
Association’s gatherings are held in English.  Finally, at the outset of the project, there were two churches 
that only occasionally participate in the Association.  As the Milpitas Cares project developed, dialogue 
encouraging these churches to participate has increased with varying success. 
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English-speaking daughter church of an ethnically Korean church, also in Milpitas.  
While the church holds its services in English and is seeking to welcome other 
ethnicities, it is predominantly ethnically Korean.  It has two full-time pastors.  Finally, 
Park Victoria Baptist Church is a Southern Baptist church of approximately 300 people 
with two full-time pastors and two part-time pastors.  The two full-time pastors oversee a 
mostly Caucasian English-speaking congregation of about 250 people.  One of the part-
time pastors shepherds a small Vietnamese congregation of about thirty people and the 
other a Filipino congregation of about fifty. 
Despite this tremendous diversity, the churches in the Milpitas Pastors 
Association (MPA) are bound together by three things they hold in common.  First, 
despite their denominational differences, each church affirms historic evangelical 
convictions.  This commonality of the MPA was so assumed that only recently, when a 
local Mormon bishop sought to participate in the association and Milpitas Cares did the 
group even feel the need better to define these convictions.  At that point the association 
adopted the Nicene Creed as its theological charter.  The group has emphasized its 
theological commonality over its differences.  However, given the differing 
denominational backgrounds of member churches, clearly differences in theology exist 
and could surface in pursuit of local evangelistic efforts.  Clearly these differences must 
be considered in respect to any model for local missional partnership. 
Second, these churches also share the common ability of their leaders to speak 
English.  While there are other churches in Milpitas, some that even share the evangelical 
convictions of the MPA, language has proven a barrier too large for some church leaders 
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to participate.  The pastors in the MPA have often discussed how to encourage these 
churches to participate, but without a solution. 
Finally, the churches participating in the Milpitas Pastor’s Association also share 
a common concern for the city.  This unquestionably is related to the churches’ 
evangelical convictions.  When there have been hints of aspiration for greater partnership 
or even an announcement of events that might appeal to other churches, these typically 
have been evangelistic in nature.  Even prior to the formation of Milpitas Cares, the 
evangelism of the city was a frequent topic of concern among the pastors. 
 Although the Milpitas Pastor’s Association is composed of churches that differ in 
their ethnic makeup, denominational backgrounds, and their mission foci, they share a 
common evangelical passion and a concern for the local city—not to mention the ability 
to communicate with one another in English.  Although the group is not inclusive of 
every church in the city, it is quite representative of the city, thus providing a fitting 
nucleus for local evangelistic cooperation.   
 
Toward a Missional Partnership  
and the Role of Christ Community Church of Milpitas 
 
What the churches in the Milpitas Pastors Association lacked until 2012 was a 
missional model to satisfy their local evangelistic aspirations.  While there was interest in 
missional cooperation, there had been few real efforts toward missional partnership.  The 
most successful cooperative effort was around the National Day of Prayer, but even these 
collective gatherings were poorly attended.  As a result, the local churches had little 
collective visibility in the community and no real foothold in local body politic. 
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Yet, the potential of a missional partnership among the churches in Milpitas 
remained clear.  Although the local Milpitas churches collectively represent less than 3.5 
percent of the population of Milpitas, the localized Body of Christ in Milpitas arguably 
has more collective potential than any other entity in the city.26  Even with its modest 
numbers, there simply is no other organization seeking the welfare of the city that is so 
relationally networked to the various people groups in the city.  Moreover, no CEO has 
the ability to gather her organization weekly to offer an inspiring missional message like 
local pastors do.  Even the CEOs of Cisco Systems and SanDisk, both large and 
influential companies in Milpitas, do not have that privilege.  Alone, none of the churches 
can make much of an impact in the city.  No one church is adequately equipped or large 
enough to be very visible to the city.  Yet, the hope was, if local pastors were able to 
coordinate their efforts, even by a little bit, the city could not help but notice.  
Despite the differences among the churches in ethnic diversity and 
denominational backgrounds, perhaps no greater challenge to forging a local missional 
partnership existed than basic time constraints.  As noted earlier, the majority of pastors 
in the MPA are solo pastors, or at the very least, without many support staff.  
Subsequently these pastors are very busy and have little bandwidth for considering new 
initiatives outside caring for their own congregations.  Finding the time to foster 
relationships with other pastors is a challenge.  Yet, for missional partnerships between 
congregations to be built, relationships among the pastors must be nurtured.  Without the 
                                                        
26 While there are approximately 2,500 people attending the churches that participate in the 
Milpitas Pastors Association with a local population a 70,000, the churches still represent less than 3.5 
percent of Milpitas because not all the people who attend churches in Milpitas live in Milpitas.  The exact 
number from Milpitas is not known.  Yet, even those who do not live in Milpitas have demonstrated the 
desire to serve the city where their church is located. 
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investment of time, trusting relationships cannot be built.  At the outset of this project, the 
relationships among the pastors in the Milpitas Pastors Association were mostly at an 
acquaintance level.  It was not unusual to hear pastors at monthly meetings apologizing 
for not remembering each other’s names.  Without a clear means of forming a missional 
partnership, moreover a fruitful one, there was no real incentive for these already busy 
pastors to invest precious time in deepening relationships with one another.  Without 
time, none of these churches had the bandwidth to establish a model for local partnership.  
Only one church in the community was large enough and had the resources to 
develop a model for local missional partnership: CCCM.  However, the concern of the 
large church taking the lead was not to use size to influence the other churches in such a 
way that it jeopardized equity in the local mission.  A local partnership could only be 
effective if the churches mutually “owned” it and it was beneficial to all.  If the other 
churches viewed the efforts to construct a local partnership as self-seeking—especially if 
the church that benefits most was the large local church—it could never come to fruition.  
Especially given the real potential for competition, if CCCM was to help forward a model 
for local service, it clearly needed to serve the other churches.  
Fortunately, CCCM had made some recent changes that helped it assume such a 
servant leader role in the local church community.  Like many other evangelical 
congregations, CCCM was deeply influenced by Willow Creek and Saddleback churches 
and willingly adopted their largely “seeker-friendly” strategies.  For years these 
attractional strategies led to steady numerical growth for the church, capitalizing on what 
still largely was a Christendom influenced culture.  Today it has become clear to the 
CCCM leadership that new outreach strategies are needed to meet the local missional 
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challenge.  Specifically, the church leadership at CCCM has wrestled with the question of 
how best to reach the foreign mission field that now has moved into the neighborhood.  
Thus, there has been a shift from seeking to attract people to CCCM, to sending people 
out to reach others for Christ—regardless of whether those people ultimately end up at 
CCCM.  There also is a growing realization within CCCM that it needs help from the 
outside.  Because of its size, the church has had little need for external help throughout 
most of its history.  However, with the rapidly shifting demographics, the church is 
realizing that it increasingly needs the help of others—especially from people who speak 
languages other than English—to impact the city.  Thus, CCCM was in a good position to 
offer servant leadership in helping to organize a local missional coalition—not only 
because of its resources, but also because of its recent openness to change.   
There are two other significant aspects of the local community worth noting in 
respect to developing of a partnership among churches.  One significant asset is the 
support of the city’s mayor.  As a believer in Christ himself, Esteves is willing to do what 
he can to help facilitate a more cordial relationship between the churches and local 
government for the benefit of the city.  Also, particularly because CCCM has offered an 
afterschool program over the years benefiting local elementary students, relationships 




The city of Milpitas presents unique challenges to a citywide proclamation of the 
Gospel and a missional partnership among its churches.  The city’s rapid development, 
tremendous ethnic diversity, and relatively few evangelical Christians present a unique 
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challenge for the localized Body of Christ.  However, the question at the outset of this 
project was:  Is it possible that the same drive toward ingenuity that fuels Silicon Valley 
might also fuel its churches to pursue a creative evangelistic strategy for the sake of the 
city?  To devise such a strategy, clearly those churches active in the Milpitas Pastors 
Association were best suited to initiate such a collective strategy.  Despite their 
differences, these churches had a strong evangelical connection and heart for the city.   
Still, any model for outreach would need to accommodate the churches’ 
differences in theology.  Although these differences had not been inhibitive, they 
potentially could surface in context of a missional partnership.  Clearly, any model for 
outreach needed to offer compelling reason for this group of already busy pastors to 
pursue greater relationship in mission.  The hope of this project was that through the 
servant leadership of Christ Community Church of Milpitas and its pastor, such a model 
could be developed and introduced to local churches.  Particularly given the limited 
number of Christians in the city, it was clear that a working partnership among churches 
was essential.  No one church was equipped to reach the city alone.  Only through a local 
partnership might churches gain visibility and a foothold in the body politic enough to 




































 This chapter introduces the primary literary sources used to develop the theology 
that shaped this project.  Drawing primarily from the Reformed and ancient Catholic 
traditions, there are four books and one academic paper that particularly helped form its 
primary theological framework.  The first is Christ the Center, by Dietrich Bonhoeffer.  
Bonhoeffer’s book helps to provide the essential starting point for this missional 
project—as well as any missional effort of the Church.  The revelation of “who” God is 
in Christ must inform “how” the Church formulates its missional response as the Body of 
Christ.  Thomas Torrance’s Mediation of Christ then provides Christological substance.  
In particular, Torrance’s emphasis on humanity’s inclusion within the Incarnation 
establishes the grounds for the Church’s identity as the Body of Christ. 
Having established through Bonhoeffer and Torrance that the identity of the 
Church is grounded in the Incarnation, Darrell Guder’s Missional Church confirms that, 
particularly in post-Christendom America, there is a growing need for the Church to 
renew its call as the sent Body of Christ.  Brad Kallenberg’s book, Live to Tell then 
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provides a well-reasoned proposal for how the Body of Christ might introduce the Gospel 
in a local context in a way that is relevant in a context that is concurrently post- and pre-
Christian, linguistically and culturally diverse—such as Milpitas.  Specifically, 
Kallenberg’s arguments provide the theological reasoning for the evangelistic “body 
language” of the Body of Christ.  Finally, an occasional paper published by the Lausanne 
Movement, Towards the Transformation of our Cities/Regions, offers testimony of the 
theological impetus, methodology and strategic thought of other churches that are 
likewise attempting to organize the Body of Christ for local outreach within their 
respective cities.  Together these literary selections offered the greatest contribution to 
the theological framework of this paper.  Even where these works are not specifically 
referenced, they have informed the project conceptually.  Subsequently, the purpose of 
this chapter is to introduce further the theological foundations of this project by offering a 
brief critical examination of each of these theological works. 
 
Christ the Center - Dietrich Bonhoeffer 
 
In each of the synoptic Gospels, Jesus asks his disciples, “Who do you say that I 
am?”  Bonhoeffer contends in Christ the Center, this question of “who” Jesus is must 
remain at the center, not simply of theology inquiry, but of all inquiry.  In fact, 
Bonhoeffer argues, Christ must be the foundational “centre of all disciplines,” the “centre 
of the university of learning.”1  
Originally a series of lectures on Christology that Bonhoeffer offered early in his 
academic career at the University of Berlin in 1933, Christ the Center argues that 
                                                        
1 Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Christ the Center (New York: Harper and Row, 1978), 19. 
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humanity must not reason from experience to Christ, but rather move from God’s 
revelation in Christ to reason.  Christ is the ontological key.  In him humanity discovers 
what it means to be human.2  Thus, in Christ the Center, Bonhoeffer boldly refocuses 
theology away from asking how it was possible that Jesus did the things reported in the 
Gospel, and rightly redirects the discussion back to who Jesus is.  Bonhoeffer argues that 
this is the critical shift.  The decisive question is always, “Who is Christ?”3 
Essential to this project is Bonhoeffer’s emphasis on Christology as the starting 
point of all disciplines—particularly theology, anthropology and missiology.  At a time 
when there seems to be a rush to answer the “how” question in ministry, especially as it 
concerns the mission of the Church, Bonhoeffer’s Christ the Center provides a critical 
corrective.  To paraphrase the thesis of Bonhoeffer’s book, the “who” in all cases must 
proceed and inform the “how.”  To understand properly the Church and its mission as the 
Body of Christ, a Christological examination of the Incarnation, Jesus, the literal Body of 
Christ and ultimate revelation of God, must be the starting point.  In Bonhoeffer’s words, 
“There is only the witness of the risen one to himself, by which the Church bears witness 
of the risen one to himself, by which the Church bears witness to him ‘in history.’”4  
Bonhoeffer’s arguments for the primacy of Christology provide the necessary 
groundwork for this paper’s view of the Church as the Body of Christ and its mission.  
Bonhoeffer’s arguments offer the correct foundation of “who” Christ is, prior to 
addressing the “how” the local Body of Christ is to reach out to the city of Milpitas.  
                                                        




4 Ibid., 72. 
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Bonhoeffer also offers some helpful clarity for the missional identity of the 
Church as the Body of Christ.  While most people have little difficulty accepting that 
Jesus is in the Church, critical to this paper is the more challenging premise that the 
Church is in Christ.  Bonhoeffer writes, “The Word is in the Church in so far as the 
Church is the recipient of revelation.  But the Word is also itself Church, in so far as the 
Church itself is revelation and the Word wishes to have the form of a created body.”5 
 Perhaps the largest critique that can be leveled against Bonhoeffer is the lack of 
defense given to his overall thesis.  Bonhoeffer argues that Jesus is the center of history 
and even the center of all disciplines of human thought.  If the Incarnation is taken 
seriously, this is the conclusion that eventually must be considered.  Yet, for the person 
who discounts the identity of Christ, the primary retort Bonhoeffer offers is that such a 
person is not accepting reality.  Perhaps that is the best word that can be said.  Perhaps 
that is enough.  However, had Bonhoeffer taken a bit more time to supplement his work 
with an apologetic further supporting why Christ indeed is the center, it would have 
strengthened his arguments and perhaps broadened the reach of his conclusions.  
 
The Mediation of Christ - Thomas Torrance 
 
Torrance, who served as Professor Emeritus of Christian Dogmatics at the 
University of Edinburgh when The Mediation of Christ was written, writes in its preface, 
“The purpose of these lectures [that became this book] is to help students, ministers and 
pastors, and other Church leaders and workers, to think theologically about the Gospel, so 
                                                        
5 Ibid., 59. 
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that they may get a firmer grip upon its content for their various ministries.”6  Simply 
stated, Torrance wrote this book, not simply to be a theological treatise, but to equip 
practically the various ministries of the Church.  Subsequently, a casual student might 
begin reading The Mediation of Christ searching for more “practical” applications.  
However, there are very few concrete suggestions that Torrance offers.  This is not an 
oversight.  Rather, inherent to Torrance’s Mediation of Christ is the premise that all 
missiology must be born out of good Christology.  Thus, Torrance’s primary means of 
equipping ministers is to help them develop their understanding of Christ and his mission. 
Torrance does a beautiful job of describing God’s revelation, moving from a more 
general nature of God’s revelation, to God’s special relationship with Israel, to God’s 
supreme revelation in the person of Jesus Christ.  As the title implies, it is God’s 
mediation in Christ that ultimately is the primary focus of Torrance’s work; specifically, 
how God intervened in history to bring about the reconciliation of God and humanity.  
Drawing particularly from the church fathers and the Reformed tradition, Torrance takes 
pains to explain that, through the Incarnation all of humanity is caught up in Christ.  
Torrance clarifies that Jesus Christ was not only God’s divine response to the human 
condition; in Jesus Christ, God also vicariously offered a human response.  Subsequently, 
Jesus did not merely mediate salvation by dying on the cross; Jesus also mediated 
salvation by offering a human response to the Father on behalf of humanity—even to the 
extent of vicariously having faith on their behalf. 
                                                        
6 Thomas Torrance, The Mediation of Christ (Colorado Springs, CO: Helmers & Howard, 1992), 
ix. 
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There is little critique that can be leveled against Torrance and his Mediation of 
Christ.  His book is a well-reasoned Christological treatise.  Yet, one thing particularly 
deserves mention.  Torrance states that his intention in leaving out detailed scholastic 
references was to make his work “more straightforward” to a wider audience.7  While 
stripping the book of footnotes may have streamlined the book, there are a number of 
places where this omission actually defeats his stated purpose—to make it more 
“straightforward” and to equip “students and pastors, and other Church leaders and 
workers.”8  The wider audience Torrance was seeking to serve would have benefited 
from cited references and explanations, especially where his Christological recovery 
project chaffed/s against trends in current theology. 
One such example is Torrance’s argument that the Church must recover an 
understanding of the Incarnation “as the coming of God to take upon himself our fallen 
human nature.”9  Torrance states that this is a doctrine “found everywhere in the early 
Church in the first five centuries.”10  Perhaps it is found everywhere by scholars, but the 
idea of Christ carrying sinful humanity is unknown to many ministry leaders today.  
Another point where the book likewise could have benefited from explanatory references 
is in its explanations of the vicarious humanity of Jesus Christ.  Greater historical 
reference to the church fathers, particularly Athanasius and Irenaus, would help the 
reader to see that his argument truly is an older orthodox theology and not a new one.  









Unfortunately, without these references, not only are there arguments readers may 
misunderstand, readers may even at some points conclude that Torrance is espousing new 
theology rather than recovering ancient orthodoxy.  Yet, this really is a critique of the 
accessibility of Torrance’s writing and the success of his stated objective rather than the 
content of his theology. 
What makes Torrance’s work instrumental to this project is his insistence that 
Christology must inform a missional response—particularly as a Reformed and 
Presbyterian scholar describes it.  If Bonhoeffer’s Christ the Center offered a compelling 
argument for the preeminence of Christology, it is Torrance’s work that provides 
Christological substance.  In particular, Torrance’s emphasis on humanity’s inclusion 
within the Incarnation establishes the grounds for an identity as the Body of Christ.  Since 
the Incarnation did not cease after Jesus’ ascension, humanity remains and participates, to 
use Paul’s phrase, “in Christ,” by the Holy Spirit.  This has tremendous implications for 
how to understand humanity, and more specific to this project, the Church.  If there is 
indeed one Body, and the Church is united in this one Body, people subsequently have no 
grounded theological option but to seek to operate as one Church body.   
Another aspect of Torrance’s book particularly helpful to this project is his 
explanation of how, even though people participate in Christ’s one Body, they do not 
forfeit their individual personhoods.  In fact, it is just the opposite.  In Torrance’s words, 
Jesus is the personalizing person.11  This reasoning is helpful to describe that, while the 
                                                        
11 Ibid., 95. 
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unity of the local church is essential, there remains a differing “personal” identity and 
mission of each congregation. 
 
Missional Church - Darrell Guder, editor 
  
The basic thesis of Missional Church is that the North American Church is at a 
crisis point that cannot be addressed merely through methodological means.  Rather, the 
authors argue that the North American Church must embrace a complete missiological 
overhaul grounded theologically in the Missio Dei of the Trinitarian, sending God.  
Particularly given the current spiritual state of North America, which the authors now 
conclude is a “mission field,” the Church itself must offer a missional response.12  Rather 
than remaining an “attractional” body that simply sends individual missionaries, the 
Church must embrace its apostolic role anew as the incarnational sent Body of Christ.   
To say that this book was groundbreaking when it was released is an 
understatement. When this book was released in 1998, the authors were accurate in their 
assessment that mission largely was seen merely as one of many activities of the 
Church.13  However, today it is rare to have any serious discussion of ecclesiology among 
pastors without discussing missiology.  In fact, it was arguably this book that popularized 
the word “missional” to the greater Christian community.  It elevated the discussion that 
                                                        
12 Darrell Guder, ed., Missional Church: A Vision for the Sending of the Church in North America 
(Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans, 1998), 2. 
 
13 Ibid., 4. 
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the Church does not simply have missionaries; rather, the Church itself must be a sending 
mission.14 
Thus, it is difficult to level much critique of Missional Church.  However, there 
are two areas that could have improved the book.  For a project intentionally written as a 
collective manifesto seeking to formulate an incarnational missional theology directed 
specifically to reach North America with the Gospel, it seems odd that the authors did not 
recognize their own ethnic homogeneity.  The authors take great pains in the introduction 
to confess their own biases in a very-postmodern way.  Clearly they recognized that their 
biases shaped their work and wanted the reader to understand that they were indeed self-
aware of these biases.  For example, the authors describe their collective identity as 
Protestants with a high view of the Scriptures, recognizing that these views influenced 
their conclusions.  To the authors’ credit, it seems they also recognized the need for 
theological views from both genders and a variety of denominational backgrounds.   
Subsequently, it seems a bit surprising that the authors did not also recognize their 
Anglo-Caucasian homogeneity as a limiting influence.  Without more ethnic diversity 
among the authors, it is quite easy to formulate the critique that the whole of their 
enterprise is tainted by White people’s fear of losing their cultural ascendency.  It is fair 
to ask, is their entire missional argument simply a means to regain their formerly 
ascendant Christendom position?  In the opinion of this Caucasian author, the answer to 
this question is no.  The authors’ arguments are well grounded in orthodoxy and do not 
overtly seem to have overlooked missional perspectives that might have arisen from more 
                                                        
14 The beginnings of this shift in theological thinking can be traced largely to the seminal writings 
of Lesslie Newbigin, the efforts of the Gospel in Our Culture Network and this book. 
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varied ethnic viewpoints.  However, had there been greater diversity among the team, not 
only would it have represented the diversity of North America more accurately, it would 
have offered further credibility to their project. 
The second weakness of Missional Church is its lack in describing well the 
relationship between Christology, ecclesiology and pneumatology.  The book offers a 
compelling argument for a renewed apostolic posture for the Church.  Moreover, it 
suggests that the Church’s missional calling must be incarnational.  Yet, incarnation is 
addressed primarily as a contextual issue for the Church; not its ontological identity as 
the Body of Christ participating in Son by the Spirit.  Perhaps this is to be expected from 
a book that emphasizes more “practical” theology than what historically has been 
construed as systematic theology.  Yet, if more in-depth theological explanation were 
devoted to the nature of the Church as the continuing incarnate, sent Body of Christ, 
incorporated and enlivened by the Spirit, it would have further substantiated the Church’s 
subsequent calling. 
Despite these shortcomings, the reason this book remains critical to this project is 
its articulation of the Church as the sent Body of Christ and its description of the 
missional need in North America.  Guder writes in the introduction, “The church bears a 
marked resemblance to the incarnation of Jesus . . . it is no accident that the church is 
called the ‘Body of Christ.’  It continues as an incarnate expression of the life of God.”15  
Having established through Bonhoeffer and Torrance that the ontological identity of the 
Church is grounded in the Incarnation, Missional Church offers a vivid description of the 
                                                        
15 Ibid, 14. 
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mission of the Church as being necessarily apostolic.  Moreover, it confirms that post-
Christendom America is now a growing mission field in need of the Church to renew its 
call locally as the sent Body of Christ.   
 
Live to Tell - Brad Kallenberg 
 
In his book, Live to Tell: Evangelism for a Postmodern Age, Kallenberg proposes 
that the Church once again “borrow from philosophy to make its point [evangelistically] 
with the regnant culture.”16  Live to Tell seeks an effective way to present the Gospel to 
persons who are not only unfamiliar with the Gospel message in the North American 
context, but who also hold a postmodern worldview.  Since belief in God and the 
authority of the Scriptures are no longer assumed in culture, “evangelism has become a 
cross cultural task.”17  Therefore, the Church must “do as missionaries do:  become 
students of the host culture so we can discover how God’s Spirit intends the Gospel to 
become embodied in the new era.  Missiologists call this contextualization.”18  
Kallenberg argues that for the Gospel message to be understood (and embraced) within 
North America, the local church must contextualize its Gospel message within a 
postmodern environment. 
Where Guder’s Missional Church made a strong case for the Body of Christ to 
live missionally within the North American context, Live to Tell offers a well-reasoned 
                                                        
16 Brad J. Kallenberg, Live to Tell: Evangelism in a Postmodernism World (Grand Rapids, MI: 
Brazos Press, 2002), 12. 
 
17 As the only Protestant faculty member at a Catholic college, Kallenberg clearly is no stranger to 




proposal for how to formulate such a response.  To be clear, Kallenberg’s book is not a 
step-by-step “how to” book in respect to Christian evangelism; rather it offers a 
missiological analysis of the North American context, particularly from a philosophical 
standpoint, and offers a broad-based framework for how to contextualize the Gospel 
locally.   
After first introducing the concept of “modernity” and how this worldview is now 
shifting within North America to “postmodernity,” Kallenberg then proposes that the 
Church respond by reframing its understanding of evangelism and conversion, embracing 
an emphasis on being the community that practices an ethic formed by the language of 
Scripture.  Referencing the philosophy of Wittgenstein and Lindbeck and their conclusion 
that ethics are linguistically based, Kallenberg frames conversion, evangelism and 
community life as matters of grammatical fluency within the Christian faith.   
Subsequently, conversion becomes less about verbal assent to a series of doctrinal 
propositions, and more about being enfolded into the Christian community and its 
distinctive way of being, seeing and speaking.  Evangelism becomes more about the 
distinctive public character of the church and the process by which outsiders brush up 
against the faithful embodiment of the Christian story by the church.  Kallenberg writes, 
“It is the pattern of the believing community’s relationships that embodies the story of 
Jesus in concrete terms that outsiders can comprehend.  Only when the Gospel is linked 
to such concrete illustrations can outsiders say, ‘I see what you mean.’”19  Kallenberg 
makes a strong case that for non-believing community to gain the context necessary to 
                                                        
19 Ibid, 50. 
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begin understanding the Gospel, the Church needs to place its biblically-formed ethic “on 
display.”20 
Although Kallenberg’s book primarily addresses the proclamation of the Gospel 
in a post-Christian, Western-influenced culture, and therefore may seem somewhat 
incommensurable to address the immigrants in Milpitas that are more Eastern influenced 
and pre-Christian, what makes Kallenberg’s book particularly helpful to this project is his 
linguistic-based explanation of contextualization.  Specifically, he offers a well-reasoned 
proposal for how the Body of Christ might introduce the Gospel in a local context that is 
both a mix of post- and pre-Christian, and linguistically and culturally diverse.  For 
example, Kallenberg writes, “Translation is not the only strategy for communicating the 
Gospel.  Sometimes what cannot be plainly spoken may nevertheless be shown.”21  
Kallenberg’s arguments provide the theological reasoning for evangelistic “body 
language” for the Body of Christ. 
Although Kallenberg has written a well-reasoned book about contexualization and 
conversion, particularly within a postmodern context, there are two areas where the book 
might have been improved.  First, Live to Tell fails to emphasize the continued need for a 
personal response to Christ.  As a whole, Kallenberg’s analysis is a healthy corrective to 
the idea of punctiliar conversion, recognizing that conversion is a process.  And yet, he 
does not adequately address the concurrent need for a defined personal salvific response.  
Yes, this is the recitation of an age-old argument; and yet, an important one to remember 
                                                        
20 Ibid. 
 
21 Ibid., 52. 
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in the context of Kallenberg’s corrective.  While a person may begin participating in the 
context of the believing community, learning its faith grammar and ethic, such 
participation and “fluency” is not necessarily indicative of salvific faith.  Personal 
participation in the faith community does not mean a person is in relational communion 
with Christ by the Holy Spirit. 
Next, and more important to Kallenberg’s overall argument is his presumption 
that North American culture has taken a “post-modern turn.”22  In actuality, this turn is 
still very much in progress.  More accurately, the West is somewhere between the 
twilight of Modernity and the rising of Postmodernity.  Subsequently, not only is it a 
misnomer to refer to a current “postmodern age,” it is misguiding to formulate a focused 
contextualization strategy for an emerging worldview.  It seems more fitting to formulate 
an evangelistic response to a culture that continues to hold both Modern and Postmodern 
elements in its thinking.  This is not to critique Kallenberg for proposing an evangelistic 
response to those who hold a postmodern worldview.  It seems Kallenberg contradicts his 
own elevation of contextualization by misrepresenting the Modern/Postmodern shift as 
overly binary.  Still, despite these deficiencies, Kallenberg’s book makes an important 
contribution to the discussion of North American evangelistic strategy.  Again, the most 
significant contribution—particularly for this project—being the way that Kallenberg re-





                                                        
22 Ibid, 12. 
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Towards the Transformation of our Cities/Regions - Glen Smith et al 
 
 Towards the Transformation of our Cities/Regions is an occasional paper 
published by the Lausanne Movement and collectively formulated by men and women, 
scholars, pastors and lay leaders from around the world that gathered in Pattaya, Thailand 
in 2004.23  It is the report of an “issue group” that met to address one of the thirty-one 
“most significant issues in the world today which are of concern in our task to take the 
good news to the world.”24  The paper addresses primarily the “hermeneutical and 
theological underpinnings of the mission of God in large cities across the world,” to 
identify “the critical questions involved in the mission of God in large cities,” to offer 
applicable case studies, and to “articulate a potential action for the Church to be more 
effective in pursuing the mission of God in large cities.”25  The authors argue that the 
Church must offer greater attention to the world’s growing cities, particularly given the 
growth of urban centers around the world—because the cities are in desperate need of 
transformation through the Gospel. 
 The paper begins by proposing a methodological framework to help practitioners 
pursue transformation in a city.  The authors then discuss the importance of 
contextualization within respective approaches to city transformation, including means of 
localized training.  Special attention is next given to the diversification of modern cities 
and how considerations of ethnic diversity must impact any transformative strategy.  
                                                        
23 See appendix 4 for the complete list of authors and their very diverse countries, Glen Smith et 
al, Towards the Transformation of our Cities/Regions, Lausanne Occasional Paper No. 37 (Pattaya, TH: 
Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization, 2004), 58. 
 
24 Ibid., 3. 
 
25 Ibid., 7. 
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Given the tremendous scope of the transformative task, the authors then discuss various 
elements essential to facilitate collaboration among church leaders and between church 
and local secular leaders.  After offering special attention to transformation in the world’s 
slums, the paper concludes with recommendations for ministers seeking to exegete and 
study their city so that they might contextualize the message of the paper. 
 Perhaps it is nearly self-evident how Towards the Transformation of our Cities is 
helpful to this this project.  This paper seeks to exegete the city of Milpitas and proposes 
a means for the local Body of Christ to bring transformation to the city.  Towards the 
Transformation of our Cities offers the testimony of the theological impetus, 
methodology and thought of localized forms of the Body of Christ attempting a similar 
task around the world.  The contributions of its diverse authors not only offer clarity to 
the approach of this project, but also affirm that the Holy Spirit is indeed prompting the 
greater Church to pursue creative means for such city-focused transformation.   
 While all of the components of Towards the Transformation of our Cities are 
valuable to this paper, the chapter articulating suggested components of local 
collaboration—and how to overcome obstacles to collaboration—is of particular help.  
One of the assumptions of this paper is that any means of collaboration within the city 
must involve tangible partnership while respecting the individual mission and focus of 
each congregation.  Towards the Transformation likewise articulates this affirmation and 
offers help on how this balance might be achieved.    
 Also important to this paper is the argument Towards the Transformation of our 
Cities presents that “a large portion of the world are unable or unwilling to absorb 
information through written communications.  Therefore, a need exists to share the ‘Good 
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News’ and to disciple new Christians in story form and parables.”26  The arguments 
presented in this particular section offer affirmation of the need for the Body of Christ to 
demonstrate visually its Scripture-formed ethic so that the city might begin 
comprehending the Gospel. 
 Overall, Towards the Transformation of our Cities achieves its goal within the 
stated scope of the project.  It draws attention to a need and introduces means for local 
churches to begin Gospel transformation within a city.  For a paper that was produced 
through a short gathering of diverse church representatives, it is surprisingly clear, 
insightful and instructive. However, its arguments do more to whet a reader’s appetite for 
transformation than satisfy his longing for how to facilitate such transformation.  The 
authors should have heeded more of their own advice on the importance of “visualized 
examples” in the spread of the Gospel, even for practitioners. 
 For example, more case studies from around the world would have bolstered the 
authors’ arguments and offered more specific ideas for the reading practitioner.  Such 
concrete examples would have helped achieve the authors’ stated intention of not merely 
informing the Church of the need for city transformation and would have offered greater 
testimony of how God is bringing such transformation around the world.  Still, for an 
occasional paper limited in its scope, The Transformation of our Cities provides a 
valuable insight from global examples of how the local Body of Christ can cooperatively 
provide a visible witness of the Gospel to the city, even transformation.  
 
                                                        
26 Ibid., 4. 
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Chapter Summary 
 To outline the reasoning provided by these five theological works, Bonhoeffer 
reminds the Church that prior to attempting to formulate missional strategy, the Church 
must first examine who God is revealed to be in Christ.  Torrance helps to clarify that the 
Church, enlivened by the Spirit, is the ongoing incarnation of Christ in the world, the 
Body of Christ.  Particularly in a context where the remnants of Christendom have mostly 
disappeared, Guder reminds the Body of Christ that it must embrace its collective 
missional calling for the sake of the world.  Kallenberg helpfully explains how the 
Church can do this in a context where observation is essential for understanding.  And 
finally, Toward the Transformation of our Cities offers some valuable insight into how 
other local manifestations of the Body of Christ are pursuing this missional task, and the 
lessons learned.  Together these works offered the primary theological guidance for the 
missional response that became Milpitas Cares.  The next chapter continues to develop 
this line of reasoning, offering a more robust explanation of the theology that formed the 




















The purpose of this chapter is to develop a theology for the Body of Christ and its 
mission, particularly for localized churches.  It ultimately concludes that the local Body 
of Christ can introduce a Gospel witness recognizable in pre- and post-Christian, multi-
ethnic and multi-linguistic contexts—such as in a community like Milpitas—through 
performing tangible acts of service.  The chapter is subsequently divided into three 
sections:  The Identity of God and the Body of Christ, The Missional Call of the Body of 
Christ, and Witness through the Incarnate Service of the Body of Christ.   
Bonheoffer rightly reasoned that the question of “Who” God is must necessarily 
inform “how” the missional ethic of the Church is performed.  Subsequently, the first 
section, The Identity of God and the Body of Christ, recognizes Christ’s Incarnation as 
the ultimate revelation of God and discusses how the Incarnation relates to the Church’s 
identify as the Body of Christ.  Because the term “Body of Christ” is central to the 
missional proposal of this project, special attention is then given to Paul’s usage of this 
phrase in his letters.  This section argues primarily that, because the Spirit unites the 
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Church in the ascended Christ, the local Body of Christ is called to embody its unified 
identity. 
The next section, The Missional Call of the Body of Christ, builds upon the 
identity of God and the Church to clarify the mission of the Church.  Since the Church is 
indeed the Body of Christ, participating by the Spirit in the ongoing incarnation of Christ, 
this has tremendous implications for the Church’s mission, both congregationally and 
collectively.  The Scriptures make it clear that the one Body of Christ is called to 
participate together in the ongoing mission of Christ. 
Finally, having addressed questions of identity and mission, the last section 
introduces a theological basis for approaching the “how” question.  Bonhoeffer presents 
theological rationale for employing tangible acts of service as a means to introduce the 
Gospel in a pre- and post-Christian, multi-ethnic and multi-linguistic context such as 
Milpitas.  In addition to providing a broadly recognized visual witness as the Body of 
Christ, evangelistic service concurrently provides a relational entry point and a vehicle 
for taking first steps of discipleship within the community of faith.  It is the lofty hope of 
this section, not only to construct a theology of local mission for the purpose of informing 
this project, but also that this theological reminder might also better equip local 
churches—particularly in Milpitas—with a more robust understanding of their biblical 














 As noted earlier, Milpitas is a very diverse community ethnically, linguistically 
and religiously.  Particularly because of it is relatively affordable housing, Milpitas has 
become a gateway for immigrants to the Bay Area of northern CA—especially for 
families from Asia.  It is not an exaggeration to say that the foreign mission field has 
moved into local neighborhoods, which makes the evangelistic possibilities for the local 
church concurrently enticing and intimidating.  With so many people new to the US 
without a Christian background, the local evangelistic opportunities seemingly are vast.  
However, with so few committed Christians in the area, it is easy for local workers to 
become overwhelmed.  If ever there was a need for local churches to work together as the 
Body of Christ for the sake of others, Milpitas presents a compelling case.  Historically 
there have been few examples of missional partnership among local churches in Milpitas.  
Some lack of cooperation among the churches in Milpitas simply is the result of healthy 
differences in linguistic and missional foci.  However, it should be asked, what if the 
primary reason local churches do not feel compelled to work together can be attributed to 
a deeper, more theological basis; and what if the lack of vision for collective partnership 
is the upshot of an anemic understanding of the Church as the Body of Christ?   
 Perhaps because of their history of dissention, Protestants seem to apply the 
Pauline descriptor, the “Body of Christ,” most frequently to the local congregation, 
particularly as it relates to spiritual gifts.  While this is fitting (see 1 Cor 12), it is hardly 
comprehensive of Paul’s use of the term.  Paul certainly had the operations of a single 
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congregation in mind when he spoke of the Church as the Body of Christ, but limiting the 
term to refer only to the local church falls far short of its full biblical meaning.  The term 
also denotes relationship between members of different congregations.  Paul emphasized 
that, although there are localized congregations, there is only one Body of believers.  
Romans 12:4-5 offers a good example.  Paul states, “For just as each of us has one body 
with many members, and these members do not all have the same function, so in Christ 
we, though many, form one body, and each member belongs to all the others.”   Paul 
reasons that just as all Christians are together “in Christ,” the Church therefore is one 
Body—an identity that transcends the boundary of the local congregation. 
 Furthermore, beyond describing the unity of the greater Church, calling the 
Church the “Body of Christ” was a way Paul referenced the Church’s ongoing union with 
Christ.  In other words, not only is the Church a body unto itself, the Church also 
concurrently participates in the incarnate and ascended Body of Christ through the Spirit.  
Ephesians 5:23 states, “Christ is the head of the church, his body, of which he is the 
Savior.”  The ecclesial Body of Christ remains united to its ascended head, Jesus Christ, 
by the Spirit.  If this union is to be understood as more than a mere metaphor, it presents 
tremendous implications, not only for the unified identity of Church, but also for its 
collective mission.  
 Yet, prior to addressing specific means of how such cooperation might be 
established strategically among local churches, it first is necessary to further establish 
why such cooperation is necessary.  As Bonhoeffer emphasized, before establishing 
whether the cooperation of local churches is missionally helpful (a concern related to 
“how”), more important is whether such a practice is theologically faithful (a concern 
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related to the identity of “Who” God is in relation to the Church).  The first section of this 
chapter thus develops a theology of the Church’s identity, which necessarily is rooted in 
God’s identity, by particularly exploring the biblical descriptor “the Body of Christ.”  
Recovering this narrative is essential not only to motivate the Church, but also to shape 
accurately its collective outreach. 
 
“Who” before “How” 
 
For twenty-first century Westerners, there is an inclination to approach theology 
pragmatically—especially missional theology.  While missional efforts must indeed have 
intentional and pragmatic features, to consider first the Church’s mission in respect to the 
“how” question places the proverbial cart before the horse.  In his discussion of 
Christology, Bonhoeffer clarified that the critical question for all theological inquiry is 
not “how,” but rather “Who.”1  All good theology must begin with an understanding of 
who God is prior to constructing a missional response.  Otherwise such a response may 
not ultimately present the Gospel accurately.  
Consideration of what constitutes the Church’s missional life must be formulated 
first, not from a pragmatic perspective, but rather by considering who God is.  This 
theological foundation must lay the essential groundwork for any consideration of the 
mission of the Church.  Since this project seeks a practical means to construct a 
missional partnership among local churches, this reminder holds particular import.  As 
God is better understood, only then can the Church truly understand its missional calling 
                                                        
1 While Bonhoeffer used this directive to frame his discussion of Christology, within that 
discussion Bonhoeffer goes on to argue that Christology is the foundation for all inquiry. See Bonhoeffer, 
Christ the Center, 27-36. 
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as the Body of Christ.  While at first this may seem a round-a-bout way to approach the 
practical, a classical understanding of God’s identity in relation to humanity is the 
essential starting point to construct a missional theology for local churches. 
 
Who is God? 
 
Because God is beyond human comprehension, the only way to come to know 
God is through God’s self-revelation.  Torrance writes, “Since only God can really know 
God, we may know him only as he reveals himself to us through himself.”2  Christians 
believe that God has revealed himself particularly through his unique encounter with 
Israel but most specifically in the Incarnation of the Word of God in Jesus Christ.  Today 
the Scriptures offer accurate testimony to God’s revelation.3  Thus, in accord with the 
Scriptures, Christians believe in one God who exists as a Trinity of persons:  Father, Son 
and Holy Spirit.  Referencing the early church fathers, Eastern Orthodox Archbishop 
Yannoulatos offers a beautiful description of the Trinity stating, “God is revealed not 
only as a Supreme Being but as a personal God: an existence whose essence is unity; a 
sharing between persons; a unity in three and a trinity in one; a perfect koinonia agapes 
(communion of love).”4  Hence, an accurate answer to the question, “Who is God?” is 
                                                        
2 Torrance, The Mediation of Christ, 115. 
 
3 It is actually more accurate to say that Christians derive understanding of God from the Word of 
God Incarnate, the Scriptures, which are the written Word of God, and the Word proclaimed in the 
community of God. Yet, here I simply refer to the Scriptures as God’s revelation because they are, as Barth 
confirmed, the written word of God that accurately testifies to the Word of God. To place this in a biblical 
context, the author of Hebrews writes, “In the past God spoke to our ancestors through the prophets at 
many times and in various ways, but in these last days he has spoken to us by his Son” (Heb 1:1, 2a).  
 
4 Anastasios Yannoulatos, Facing the World: Orthodox Christian Essays on Global Concerns 
(Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir's Seminary Press, 2003), 58. 
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that God is a Trinity of three persons—Father Son, and Spirit—who exists as one loving 
community.  
This understanding of God as Trinity holds tremendous implications, not only for 
how Christians understand God, but also for how they understand their humanity.  
Specifically, Christians believe that God created humanity in his own image.  Genesis 
1:27 states, “So God created humankind in his image, in the image of God he created 
them; male and female he created them.”5  Thus, if humanity is made in God’s image, 
and God is “a unity in three and a trinity in one,”6 this implies something for humanity.  
The fullness of this beauty is beyond the scope of this paper.  However, at the very least 
it can be concluded that if God exists as Father-Son-Spirit in community, then, because 
people bear the image of God, they have an innate need and a longing for community.  In 
other words, people most fully express the divine image and are most fully human when 
participating in loving community, both with God and one another.  In other words, God 
designed humanity to be in relationship with him and each other. 
However, because of humanity’s prideful desire to establish its independence, 
fellowship with God is broken.  Isaiah states, “We all, like sheep, have gone astray, each 
of us has turned to his own way” (Is 53:10).  The Bible calls this condition “sin.”  
Athanasius wrote, “Sin is a product of abused [human] freedom.”7  And Martin Luther 
                                                        
5 All Scripture quoted is from the New International Version, unless otherwise noted. 
 
6 Yannoulatos, Facing the World, 58. 
 
7 As cited by Thomas C. Oden, The Living God, Systematic Theology, Vol. 1 (San Francisco: 
Harper & Row, 1987), 257. 
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described sin as “being turned back in on ourselves.”8  Thus, sin can be understood as the 
exercise of one’s freedom in an effort to assert her autonomy.  Simply stated, sinfulness 
stems from a desire to be one’s own god.  Therefore, in terms of the Trinity, sin is 
humanity’s persistent demand for individual autonomy in contrast to willing participation 
in the Trinitarian community life of God.9 
 The sinful state of humanity is not without its consequences.  As a result of 
disobedience, people are alienated from God and one another.  Because God is the source 
of life, until each is restored to a right relationship with God all are lost and subject to 
spiritual death. Romans 6:23a states, “The wages of sin is death” (see also 1 Cor 15:17, 
18).  Moreover, sin estranges people from one another—and even one’s self (see Gn 4:1-
15).  Worse yet, given the depth of sin, alone there is nothing one can do to rectify this 
condition and restore a right relationship with God (see Rom 5:6). 
Yet, as Romans 7:25 states, “Thanks be to God, who delivers [us] through Jesus 
Christ our Lord!”  What people were powerless to do because of a sinful nature, God 
rectified through Jesus Christ (see Rom 8:2, 6:23b).  Through the Incarnation, previously 
estranged divinity and humanity were united and reconciled in Jesus Christ.  In his body, 
Jesus Christ assumed humanity, the essence of all men and women, and brought everyone 
                                                        
8 As cited by Edward Craig, ed., Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy, ed. Edward Craig, Vol. 6 
(New York: Routledge, 1998), 85. 
 
9 First John 3:4 states, “Everyone who sins breaks the law; in fact, sin is lawlessness.” While it is 
true that sin is lawlessness, this description does not articulate the true heart of sin, the actual reason that 
people are inclined to break the law and consequently experience spiritual death. The church fathers 
understood that sin is primarily the exercise of one’s freedom in an effort to assert autonomy. At the core of 
lawlessness is a desire to be one’s own god.  In other words, sin is the prideful desire of humanity to 
establish contingency and independence apart from the Source of Life himself. 
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into hypostatic communion with God.  In part, this is what Scripture means when it 
describes Jesus as the second Adam (see Rom 5:12-21).  
Therefore, Jesus not only died the death that humanity deserved, he also lived his 
life for them—their life—in a way that humanity could not live because of sin.  To state 
this again, Jesus not only died in their place, Jesus made the perfect faithful response to 
the Father for all.  Thus, the covenant that God established with Israel is faithfully kept 
by the Father and fulfilled on their behalf through Jesus Christ. 
Still adding to this great news, following his passion and death on the cross, Jesus 
resurrected from the dead and then ascended to the Father—all the while retaining 
humanity. To use Paul’s descriptor, the tremendous implication of the Incarnation is that 
humanity is now “in Christ,” and through Jesus’ ongoing high priestly ministry Christians 
enjoy “at-one-ment” with God.10  Through the continuation of the Incarnation, humanity 
now participates in the communion of the Trinitarian Godhead.  Ephesians 2:6 states, 
“And [God] raised us up with Christ and seated us with him in the heavenly realms in 
Christ Jesus.”  Paul speaks as if somehow we already are seated in the heavenly realms.  
Through the ministry of the Spirit humanity enjoys communion with the Father because 
they continue to partake in the humanity of Jesus Christ.  Again, in Paul’s words, they are 
“in Christ.” Therefore, in Jesus there is a great high priest who, in their place, offers their 
united humanity in perfect holiness before the Father.  Through God’s grace all are 
forgiven and now have right standing—even union with God—because Jesus lived, died, 
                                                        
10 Etymologically, the English word atonement indeed means “at-one-ment.” It was likely coined 
in the seventeenth century, possibly by William Tyndale. Oxford Dictionary, http://oxforddictionaries.com/ 
definition/atonement?region=us&rskey=mcQiru&result=1 (accessed November 26, 2011). 
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and is raised in their place.  This is God and the great news of what he has done for his 
followers and their salvation.11   
Prior to concluding this introductory foundation for Paul’s use of the “Body of 
Christ” in the Scriptures, it is worth noting, particularly given my background and the 
church I serve, that within the Reformed tradition there continues to be debate about 
whether the at-one-ment was limited or inclusive of all humanity.  If it was 
comprehensive, this seems to indicate that Christ’s blood was ineffective—or worse, 
wasted on those who do not respond to the Gospel.  Despite my ecclesial tradition, it is 
my perspective to agree with the more ancient, Athanasian view of the at-one-ment as 
comprehensive of all humanity.12  Even if Christ’s blood was spilt for those who 
ultimately will not be saved from eternal separation from God, it was spilt out of the 
lavishness of God’s love and is thus consistent with God’s character.  Nor was Christ’s 
blood “wasted;” it remains effective in the sense that it communicates the love of God for 
the “whole world” (see Jn 3:16), regardless of humanity’s response.  Regardless, critical 
to the theological premise of this project is the at-one-ment of the Church, the Body of 
Christ, with the Incarnate and ascended Christ.  Historically, there is no debate about 




                                                        
11 Lesslie Newbigin affirms: “The twin doctrines of the Incarnation and the Trinity thus form the 
starting point for a way of understanding reality as a whole.” Lesslie Newbigin, Foolishness to the Greeks:  
The Gospel and Western Culture (Grand Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans, 1986), 90.   
 
12 Athanasius, On the Incarnation (Tuckahoe, NY: St Vladimir’s Seminary, 2012).  
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Body of Christ in Paul’s Words 
Given the emphasis this project places on the Church’s collective identity and 
missional calling as the “Body of Christ,” it is important to make a more thorough 
examination of this Pauline phrase in the context of Scriptures.  Several questions must 
be asked: Is this term simply to be construed as a loose metaphor?  Or is Paul, as 
previously suggested, implying something more?  Does Paul only compare the Church to 
Christ’s body, or does the community somehow more literally participate in the life of 
Christ?  And is this participation merely the result of something previously accomplished 
(say in the atonement on the cross), or is it the fruit of the ongoing ministry of the Spirit?   
In respect to this project, if Paul’s phrase is only a metaphorical ideal, then it is 
challenging to construct a robust missional theology based on a term that metaphorically 
refers to an “ideal” or a “what if.”  However, if Paul indeed is using the term more 
literally, referring to humanity’s ontological identity in Christ, then it indeed offers a 
powerful basis for missional ecclesiology.  In this case, “Body of Christ” becomes a 
descriptor of the Church’s eschatological identity, even a rally call to manifest this 
identity on Earth even as it is in heaven by the Spirit.  Despite the fact that Paul’s use of 
the term is, in the words of New Testament scholar Charles Cousar, “Flexible . . . to say 
the least,”13 when Paul used this term it is clear he was denoting far more than a loose 
metaphor.  An examination of the texts reveals that Paul indeed used the term “Body of 
Christ” to describe the union of the Church with the Incarnate Christ by the Spirit.  
                                                        
13 Charles Cousar, The Letters of Paul (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1996), 143. 
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Generally, Paul uses the phrase Body of Christ in three interrelated ways: first, to 
refer to “the human body of Jesus Christ, insisted on by the NT writers in the face of 
docetism as real”14 (see 1 Cor 15; Phil 3:22; cf. 1 Jn 4:2-3; Heb 2:14, 10:20); second, as 
“the bread at the Last Supper over which Christ spoke the words ‘This is my body’”15 
(see 1 Cor 11, cf. 1 Cor 10:16, cf. Mt 26; Luke 22); and third, “the exact phrase is used 
by Paul in 1 Cor 10:16; 12:27 as a description of a group of believers—cf. ‘one body in 
Christ’ (Rom 12:5) and ‘body’ in verses referring to a local church, or to the universal 
church.”16  Because Paul’s various uses of the term are interrelated, each of these three 
uses and their implications must be held in tension.  
 
Paul’s Use of the “Body of Christ” 
 
For Paul, the phrase Body of Christ “expresses the bonds of mutuality and 
solidarity accomplished in his [Jesus’] death (Rom 7:4; 2 Cor 4:10-12; Gal 6:17; Col 
1:24),”17 and now is sustained through “the intimate and strong bonds created in his 
resurrection (Rom 7:4-6; 1 Cor 15:42-50; Eph 1:20-23).”18  Hence, “the corporate life of 
those who are in him is embodied in both this dying and this rising (Rom 8:9-11; 2 Cor 
4:7-12; Phil 3:10-11; Col 2:9-15).”19  Thus, Paul teaches that the ecclesiastic Body of 
                                                        













Christ is incorporated through the Incarnational Body of Christ.  Through the continuing 
ministry of the Spirit—particularly through baptism and ongoing participation in the 
Eucharistic Body of Christ—the ecclesial Body of Christ forms its intimate bond with 
Christ its Head and with one another.20  Oneness with Christ is made real by one baptism 
(see Rom 6:1-11; 1 Cor 12:12-13; Eph 4:4-5; Col 2:9-19) and by one Eucharist (1 Cor 
12:12-13, 11:23-32, cf. Mark 14:22; John 6:20-52), even for Jews and Gentiles.21  Yet 
this reconciled oneness is realized only through participation in the life of Christ through 
the Spirit.22  Therefore, to separate or merely emphasize one of Paul’s interrelated uses of 
the Body of Christ—Jesus’ physical “body,” the bread which is the “Body of Christ,” and 
the ecclesial “Body of Christ” that participates in the life of Christ through the sacraments 
and the Spirit—consequently falls short of the entirety his teaching.  This much is clear. 
 
Consideration of the “Body of Christ” as Metaphor 
 
Yet, as noted earlier, the exegetical problem is to determine the amount of 
metaphor in Paul’s phrase.23  If is it more literal, the Church becomes an extension of the 
Incarnation; if it is more figurative, it “instructs church members that their existence and 
unity depend on Christ, and that each member has power to promote or to imperil 
                                                        
20 To be exact, the image of Christ as the Head of the Body of Christ comes from Ephesians.  Even 
if Paul did not author Ephesians, its content is certainly an elaboration of Pauline thought. 
 
21 Buttrick, The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, 571.  
 
22 Oneness is “realized,” not “achieved.”  Reconciliation occurred in the physical Body of Christ 
(see Rom 6) and Christians are justified through the faith of Christ.  Subsequently, the Church is now called 
to participate in this eschatological reality, offering a “yes” to the already pronounced divine “yes.” 
 
23 Interestingly, Bonhoeffer supported a more literal interpretation of the Body of Christ as a 
“dynamic emanation of the Risen Lord,” where Barth sharply rejected such an interpretation.  G. Friedrich, 
ed., Theological Dictionary of the New Testament Vol. VII translated by Geoffrey W. Bromiley, Grand 
Rapids: William B Eerdmans, 1965), 1074. 
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unity.”24  In other words, it becomes less an ontological descriptor and more a 
metaphorical ideal.  While Scripture is clear that the Church is in union “with Christ” (see 
Rom 6:5; 1 Cor 1:10, 6:17), obviously the Church is not an exact analogue with the 
incarnate Jesus.  Yet it is clear that Paul uses the phrase to denote more than simply a 
clarion call for unity.  So, the question then becomes, just how metaphorical is the 
phrase?   
One helpful way to consider this question is to examine the ecclesial Body of 
Christ analogically with the heresies the early church confronted regarding the embodied 
Christ.  Again, while the Church is not a literal analogue of the Incarnation, these early 
heresies provide a useful paradigm for understanding and negotiating any deformity in 
the Church’s identity as the Body of Christ.  For example, to not emphasize the 
communal and embodied features of the Body of Christ is to promote Gnostic or docetic 
possibilities for the Church.  In other words, if a congregation disproportionately 
accentuates its “spiritual,” or “mystical” identity in union with Christ, it mistakenly 
presents the possibility that one may have a relationship with God as an individual (or an 
individual congregation) devoid of tangible love in mission with the other members of 
the unified body.25  This particular distortion of the Body of Christ is most clearly seen in 
church history in quietist and even pietist-influenced traditions, including many forms of 
Evangelicalism. 
                                                        
24 Freedman, The Anchor Bible Dictionary, 144. 
 
25 Paul’s specific phrase is body “of Christ,” not “of Christians.”   
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On the other hand, to overemphasize the communal aspects of the body without 
properly addressing its ongoing participation in the Incarnate Christ mistakenly promotes 
ebonistic or adoptionistic tendencies for the Body of Christ.  In other words, such an 
imbalance elevates the present embodied “works” of the congregation and mistakenly 
suggests that the community can be reconciled with God and one another without 
concurrently participating in the Incarnation by the Spirit.  An example of this distortion 
of the Body of Christ is clearly seen in modern “liberal” expressions of the Church that 
emphasize generous inclusion and deemphasize the atonement.  
To accurately describe Paul’s teaching, any account of the Body of Christ must 
include both its description as a unified embodied community and that community’s 
ongoing participation in the life of the Incarnate Christ through the Spirit.  A proper 
understanding of Paul’s teaching must recognize more than the embodied social relations 
of the Body of Christ; its “spiritual” union and ongoing dependence on the life of Christ, 
celebrated particularly through baptism and the ongoing practice of the Eucharist, must 
also be emphasized.  Conversely, any understanding of the Body of Christ that envisions 
a participation in the Spirit without also emphasizing how this spiritual life is lived out 
tangibly in the reconciled community of God is likewise a distortion of Paul’s teaching.  
According to Paul, the Body of Christ is the new, reconciled and eschatologically 
incorporated community that stands unified in its diversity as it participates in Christ by 
the Spirit as a witness to the world. 
Given that Paul did not seem fit to resolve just how far the doctrine of the Body of 
Christ should be pressed as metaphorical or literal, perhaps the Body of Christ should 
likewise categorically remain a “mystery,” as Ephesians and Colossians identify it (see 
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Eph 5:32, Col 1:26).  Still, even as a “mystery” it remains clear that Paul’s teaching on 
the Body of Christ are not a simple metaphorical comparison between Christ and the 
Church.  Rather, Paul more literally is referring to the Church’s ontological union with 
Christ and one another, by the Spirit. 
 Perhaps what can be concluded from this brief exploration of God and God’s 
relationship with humanity, and particularly the Church, foremost, and especially relevant 
to this project, is the implication that, to be faithful to its union in the Incarnate Christ, the 
Church must likewise act together as one unified body.  The early church understood this 
when it confessed that “there is one body and one Spirit, just as you were called to one 
hope when you were called; one Lord, one faith, one baptism; one God and Father of 
all, who is over all and through all and in all” (Eph 4:4-6).  As the Church is “in Christ,” 
so must the Church must practice its unified identity as the one Body of Christ by the 
power of the Spirit.   
Conversely, not to pursue the unified identity of the Body of Christ is to fall short 
of the Church’s eschatological identity in Christ.  As noted earlier, Christians believe that 
God created humanity in his own image.  Genesis 1:27 states, “So God created 
humankind in his image, in the image of God he created them; male and female he 
created them.”  Thus, humans most fully express the divine image when participating in 
loving community, such as the Body of Christ enlivened by the Spirit.  Conversely, when 
an individual asserts her autonomy and refuses participation within the community of the 
triune God, she is said to be in sin.  Such self-rule is a distortion of God’s relational 
intentions.  Likewise, as local congregations assert their autonomy and do not to 
participate in the greater community of God as the Body of Christ, this too is sin because 
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it too is a distortion of God’s design.  One of the clear consequences of this sin is a less 
vivid representation of the Body of Christ to the world.   
Thus, to be faithful to its identity as the Body of Christ, the local church must 
recognize and pursue its relational connection with other churches.  While healing the 
fractures in the greater Body of Christ over the last two millennia is a daunting task, a 
fitting place to begin recovering this identity is within the local community of churches 
where personal relationships are a real possibility.  Torrance writes, “Only when the 
deepest schism of all is healed in the body of the one people of God and his Christ, will it 
be possible for the Gospel of the atoning love of God, by which he makes even the wrath 
of man to praise him, to be proclaimed, to be believed, and to take root in all people.”26  
With this introductory foundation of God and the Church’s identity, it is now possible to 
consider the related question of the mission of the Body of Christ.  
 
The Missional Call of the Body of Christ 
 
Having offered an introduction to God’s identity in relation to the Church, this 
section draws conclusions from this discussion in respect to the mission of the Church.  
Indeed, if the Church is the Body of Christ, in union with the Incarnate Christ through the 
Spirit, this identity has tremendous implications for what it means to be the Church.  This 
section thus explores the question of the mission of the Church as the one unified Body of 
Christ.  Specifically, the appropriate response to God’s identity in Christ and the 
Church’s identity as the Body of Christ is for the Church to pursue the mission of Christ.  
                                                        
26 Torrance, The Mediation of Christ, 46. 
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As the Church lives out this high calling it faithfully participates in the Trinitarian, 
missional life of God.   
 
God is Missional 
 
Scripture reveals that God is indeed missional.  The Father sent the Son in the 
power of the Spirit to redeem humanity.  Through God’s dealings with Israel and most 
specifically by becoming the ultimate apostle in Jesus Christ, God has revealed himself to 
be a “missionary” God.  Guder writes, “The gospel is the person and work of Jesus as the 
salvation event towards which God’s mission has been moving and from which that 
mission now moves into the entire world on the way to its eschatological consummation 
when God fulfills his promises.”27  Thus, in response to the good news of God, the Body 
of Christ is called to participate in God’s ongoing missional efforts.  First, followers of 
Christ are called individually to believe God’s good news and trust in Jesus Christ.  Then, 
in accord with that response, they are called to join in God’s collective evangelistic 
mission as the one Body of Christ.28 
All are personally called to respond to the good news of God.  Through the Holy 
Spirit Christians are called to believe the Gospel, repent of sinful autonomy, and 
participate in the life of God as followers of Jesus Christ by faith.  In accord with 
humanity’s participation in the life of God, they are called to pick up their cross, 
surrender their lives as self-directed individuals and live together as witnesses to the 
                                                        
27 Guder, The Missional Church, 48. 
 
28 To be clear, there is no temporal distinction between one’s initial response to the Gospel of God 
and his commitment to follow him. Christians do not prepare for a day when they will be ready to follow 
Jesus fully. Discipleship is the ongoing response of faith in Christ.  
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current in-breaking reality of God’s reign as members of Christ’s body.  Thus, 
“believing” the Gospel is not merely an intellectual assent to what Christ accomplished, 
nor is being a disciple simply claiming Jesus as a moral example.  Rather the proper 
response to the Gospel of God is love—to love the God with one’s whole heart, soul, and 
mind, and to love one’s neighbor as oneself (see Mt 22:37-39, Dt 6:5, Lv 19:18, Jn 13: 
34, 35).  As those reunited with God and reconciled with one another through the 
Incarnation and atonement of Jesus Christ, disciples are called to respond to God’s love 
by living out their new identity in Christ by the power of the Holy Spirit. 
Next, those who participate in the Trinitarian life of God are called to “go.”  In 
concert with those who together form the one Body of Christ, they are called to go and 
spread the good news of God to the entire world (see Mk 16:15, Mt 28:18-20, Acts 1:8, 
Jn 20:21).  Yet, this is not to suggest a lack of priority for the local.  The resurrected Jesus 
instructed his disciples to be his witnesses “in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and 
Samaria, and to the ends of the earth” (Acts 1:8).  Looking at this directive 
geographically, it becomes clear that the mission to the whole world begins locally. 
Thus, those who respond to the Gospel recognize their inclusion in the life of God 
and are therefore called to participate in God’s ongoing evangelistic ministry.  The 
Church and its members serve as “Christ’s ambassadors, as though God were making his 
appeal through us” (2 Cor 5:20).  Guder writes, “This risen Lord now sends his disciples 
into the world to carry out the missio Dei (mission of God) that was the purpose and 
content of his life, death, and resurrection.”29  As the Father has sent the Son in the power 
                                                        
29 Guder, The Missional Church, 46.   
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of the Holy Spirit, now the Body of Christ is called to continue this reconciling mission 
of the Triune God together in service as evangelistic witnesses (see Jn 20:21). 
In sum, God is a missional God who has sent his Son in the power of the Spirit to 
redeem humanity.  Having heard this good news one’s response is to participate in the 
intentional activities and proclamation of the Body of Christ directed toward initiating 
persons in the Way of Jesus. Thus, for the Church to enact its missional identity is to be 
sent together as the Body of Christ, to the ends of the earth as well as the local 
community, to share the good news of God and make other disciples of Christ. 
Subsequently, in respect to this project, the Scriptures make it clear that the one 
Body of Christ, even as it is united with the ascended Christ, is called to participate 
together in the ongoing mission of Christ.  While the Body of Christ as expressed in 
various local congregations may indeed be called to pursue different missional emphases, 
it is critical that these localized tasks do not exclude the church from recognizing its 
connection to the greater Body and its mission.  A fitting analogue would be the role of 
the individual disciple of Christ.  A particular follower of Jesus may indeed have a calling 
specific to her gifting; yet this does not exclude her from the complimentary call to 
participate in the ministry of greater ministry of the Church. 
Likewise, the individual congregation may have a particular gifting and call to a 
mission field, yet this should not exclude that congregation from participating in the 
ministry of the localized Body of Christ.  For example, Christ Community Church has a 
call and gifting to reach out to English speakers in the local area of Milpitas in a way that 
is shaped by the Presbyterian tradition.  However, this particular focus and gifting of 
Christ Community Church must not prevent it from partnering together with other 
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churches to care for the whole of the city of Milpitas—even with those from other 
Christian traditions. 
Clearly there are bounds to the extent of any unity in the Body of Christ and the 
Church has wrestled with these bounds since its inception.  The strategic formulation of 
these boundaries is discussed in the next chapter.  What remains clear from the biblical 
mission of the Body of Christ is that the particulars of any local congregation must not 
supplant its identity and participation within the greater body and it is mission.  First 
Corinthians 12:12 states, “Just as a body, though one, has many parts, but all its many 
parts form one body, so it is with Christ.”  So then each congregation forms a particular 
part of the of the body, but never can one of these congregational parts state, whether 
their mission be as eye, hand, or foot in the Body of Christ,  “I do not need you!” (1 Cor 
12:21).  All parts are needed for the body to function properly and perform its greater 
mission—both within the local congregation and the localized Body of Christ.   
Even as Paul emphasized that there is one body, he also identified particular roles 
for each member.  The eye has its role, the foot its respective role.  Subsequently, any 
missional ethic for the Body of Christ must concurrently recognize the respective roles of 
each member of the body, or, in respect to local congregations, each local church’s 
unique gifting and calling in the local community.  Both university and diversity within 
the Body and its mission must be maintained.  It is the hope of this project that local 
churches, particularly those in Milpitas, will recognize more and more, not only the 
“individualized” missional call of their congregational body, but also their greater call to 
participate in the collective mission of the Body of Christ. 
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Witness through the Incarnate Service of the Body of Christ 
 
Having addressed questions of who God is and the related question of the 
Church’s mission, this section builds upon this foundation to introduce a theological basis 
for the local Body of Christ to approach the how question.  Specifically, this section 
addresses the question, “How might the local Body of Christ enact its missional ethic to 
introduce Christ to the greater community?”  This question becomes all the more 
complicated in a city like Milpitas.  In a community comprised of people who are both 
pre and post-Christian, multi-ethnic and multi-linguistic, it must be asked, is it possible to 
introduce a witness potentially recognizable to all?  The answer to this question, deduced 
from the earlier discussion of God’s identity and the mission of the Church, is yes.  An 
effective way for Christ to be perceived by the local community—even one as diverse as 
Milpitas—is for the Body of Christ to incarnate the Gospel even as Jesus did, through 
tangible, sacrificial service.  
As noted earlier, because God is pure Spirit, humanity cannot see God.  To their 
senses God is invisible.  Through Jesus Christ, the invisible God chose to reveal his love 
to the world as the visible image of the invisible God (Col 1:15).  God’s supreme 
revelation to humanity came through the incarnation of the Son.  In the words of Pope 
Paul II, in Christ, “God has revealed his innermost secret:  God himself is an eternal 
exchange of love, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, and he has destined us to share in that 
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exchange.”30  The human body of Jesus made God’s eternal mystery of love visible.  In 
the life of Jesus, God literally put his love on display for all to see.   
The ecclesial Body of Christ therefore has a paradigm for its collective witness.  
God’s chosen means for introducing the Gospel to a multi-linguistic, muli-ethnic, pre-
Christian world was through the Incarnation of the Son.  Thus, to introduce the love of 
God within a similar and now also post-Christian environment, the Church must likewise 
embody a tangible witness to the community as the Body of Christ. Hence, Jesus Christ is 
not simply the message of the Church; Jesus Christ is also its model.  The missional ethic 
of the Body of Christ relies as much on being formed by the Gospel as it does being 
informed with the Gospel.  While it is certainly vital that Christians are well acquainted 
with the Gospel message, the actions of the Body of Christ must be congruent with the 
message for the Gospel.  This is particularly important in a context without a framework 
to comprehend easily a verbal proclamation of the Gospel.  As the adage confirms, 
“seeing is believing”—or, at least seeing can become the important first steps to belief.31  
Subsequently, the more faithfully the greater church performs its missional ethic as the 
unified Body of Christ, the more vividly it presents Christ to the world, not simply a 
message about Christ, but also a complimentary incarnational representation of Christ.  
So, the question then becomes, if the greater church accepts its call to offer a 
collective incarnational witness locally as the Body of Christ, how might this be done?  In 
                                                        
30 Catholic Church, Catechism of the Catholic Church: Revised in Accordance with the Official 
Latin Text Promulgated by Pope John Paul II (Washington, D.C.: United States Catholic Conference, 
1997), 221.   
 
31 This is particularly true in a community where many of its citizens are employed in 
technological fields and trained in the empirical sciences. 
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other words, how might the missional ethic of the Body of Christ be performed so that 
Christ is recognizable?  The answer is deduced from the Incarnation.  Jesus demonstrated 
God’s love through sacrificial service.  In Mark 10:45 Jesus described his mission in 
these words, “For even the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to 
give his life as a ransom for many.”  While Jesus’ whole life was an act of sacrificial 
service on behalf of humanity, God’s love was supremely seen on the cross.  Thus God’s 
means for offering a recognizable witness of his love to the world was to send his Son to 
serve humanity and to die sacrificially on humanity’s behalf. 
The church enacts its missional ethic using the same strategy as Jesus, performing 
tangible acts of love through sacrificial service.  The sacrificial ministry of the Body of 
Christ is different than the atoning work of Jesus on the cross.  The Church does not offer 
its life as sacrifice to bring salvation to the world.  Jesus has already accomplished the 
salvation of humanity by his once-for-all death on the cross.  Romans 6:10a states, “The 
death [Jesus] died, he died to sin once for all.”  However, the missional ethic of the Body 
of Christ is nonetheless cruciform.  Jesus called all who would follow him to “deny 
themselves and take up their cross daily and follow [him].”  Likewise, Romans 12:1 
speaks of the Church as being a “living sacrifice.”  As the Body of Christ performs its 
sacrificial missional ethic, the world is presented visible testimony the triune God of love.  
Kallenberg explains this ethic well when he writes, “It is the pattern of the believing 
community’s relationships [and service] that embodies the story of Jesus in concrete 
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terms that outsiders can comprehend.  Only when the Gospel is linked to such concrete 
illustrations can outsiders say, ‘I see what you mean.’”32   
As the Church lives out its missional ethic, offering a visible display of the Body 
of Christ, the Spirit is then able to use this incarnational witness to draw people into the 
loving community of the Body of Christ so that they too may begin a relationship with 
Christ.  In fact, prior to a person’s formal confession of faith, it is quite possible for a not-
yet-believer to begin participating within the service ethic of the Church.  While they 
may not yet know the story that forms the ethic of the Body of Christ, perhaps they will 
find the beauty of what the Church is accomplishing for the community compelling.  In 
the process of serving, outsiders become enveloped in a web of relationships that is the 
Body of Christ.  Consequently, before a person believes, he learns that he too is 
welcomed by Jesus to participate in his ongoing rescue mission.  
As such former outsiders, void of any knowledge of Christ, begin to experience 
the love of the Body of Christ.  This experience of the Church’s ethic thus provides the 
necessary contextual framework that makes a more verbal explanation of the Gospel 
comprehensible.  In fact, Kallenberg goes so far as to say, especially for those influenced 
by post-modern thinking, “Only against the backdrop of a concrete community that 
resembles Christ, albeit imperfectly, can the Gospel be heard most clearly.”33  The 
missional ethic of the Body of Christ thus becomes a compelling apologetic and provides 
the first steps of discipleship for the greater community. 
                                                        
32 Kallenburg, Live to Tell, 50. 
 




Particularly for the reader who may have thought that pursuing an examination of 
God’s identity seemed like a round-a-bout approach to a pragmatic task, the hope is that 
this chapter justified the approach.  While it is certainly possible to construct practical 
theology without deeper reflection on the revelation of God, it is dangerous.  Rushing 
headlong into a practical “solution” before theologically analyzing God’s revelation is a 
sure-fire method for ultimately producing further distortions to the ethic of the Body of 
Christ.   
What is to be concluded foremost from this theological analysis of God’s identity 
and the Church’s missional ethic as the Body of Christ is to pursue its missional ethic 
faithfully, the Church must embrace its identity as the Body of Christ.  The Church’s 
identity as the Body of Christ is more than a metaphorical ideal for unity; it is a 
description of its ontological union with Christ and one another.  This eschatological 
identity must form the pattern of its ethic.  As the one Church is united in Christ, so must 
the Body of Christ incarnate its unified identity on earth even as it is in heaven.  
Moreover, as the Body of Christ, the Church must together pursue the ongoing mission of 
Christ.  As the Church recognizes this call and collectively participates in evangelistic 
service, the Body of Christ becomes visible to the community.  Conversely, as local 
churches neglect this aspect of their missional calling, the view the world has of the Body 
of Christ becomes distorted, and sadly in many cases, barely discernable.   
Even for a place such as Milpitas, with a complicated evangelistic landscape of 
people who are pre-and post-Christian, multiethnic, and multi-linguistic, this theology of 
the Body of Christ presents a powerful foundation for developing missional strategy, 
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particularly for the local churches in Milpitas.  In the next chapter this theological 
foundation provides the basis for a strategy to unifying the local churches and call them 
to collective mission—while respecting each congregation’s unique gifting and missional 



























AN EVANGELISTIC STRATEGY FOR CHURCHES IN THE MILPITAS PASTORS 





 Where the previous chapter outlined a specific theology for the missional ethic of 
the Church as the Body of Christ, this chapter builds upon this theological foundation to 
formulate a strategy for local churches to perform this ethic, particularly for churches in 
Milpitas.  It consists of four different sections.  The first section articulates strategic 
directives that are theologically commensurate with the conclusions drawn from the 
previous chapter.  The second section then identifies challenges to achieving this strategy 
in Milpitas and its churches.  The third section outlines a specific model designed to 
overcome these challenges.  And finally, the fourth section addresses a potential critique 
of the proposed model.  Ultimately, the chapter recommends a two-fold strategy for the 
mission of the localized Body of Christ in Milpitas.  It recommends a monthly gathering 
for pastors to promote relational and organizational unity, complimented by a vehicle 




 Theologically-informed Strategy for the Churches in Milpitas 
 The missional theology outlined in the previous chapter for the local Body of 
Christ suggested three primary strategic directives.  First, a biblically faithful local 
strategy for the Body of Christ must bring local churches together relationally.  As the 
Church is unified in Christ through the Holy Spirit in the heavenly realms, the localized 
Body of Christ must seek to manifest its unified eschatological identity on earth.  The 
Church does this primarily through building loving relationships among its members, 
both internally and between congregations. 
 Second, the Church’s relational unity as the Body of Christ must find its 
expression in the ongoing mission of Christ.  Although each local congregation is gifted 
by God and called to reach a specific segment of the community, each congregation is 
concurrently called to participate in the greater mission of the Body of Christ.  As 
established in the previous chapter, this is accomplished even as Jesus demonstrated, 
through sacrificial service.  As local churches exercise Christ’s missional ethic in service, 
the greater Body of Christ increasingly becomes visible in the greater community, even 
providing an avenue where people outside the Church might begin participating within 
the Body of Christ. 
 Yet, third, any strategy for the localized Body of Christ must concurrently 
compliment the particular identity of a local member congregation.  In other words, a 
strategy for the greater mission of the body must honor the diversity in the DNA of its 
member congregations, complimenting various theological differences and missional 
foci.  This is both theologically sound and practically necessary.  Any strategy that does 
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not accommodate a particular congregation’s identity no doubt will discourage the 
participation of some congregations.  In summary, any missional strategy for localized 
Body of Christ must bring the churches together in relational unity, facilitate the 
collective participation of the churches in the mission of Christ, and yet, compliment the 
particular identities of the local congregations.  Perhaps needles to say, identifying these 
principles is much easier than constructing a missional plan informed by them. 
 
Potential Challenges to a Local Missional Strategy in Milpitas 
 
 To establish missional relationships between congregations, relationships first 
must be nurtured among the pastors.  Considering that most pastors in Milpitas are solo 
pastors, they tend to be quite busy with very little margin in their schedules.  Then, add to 
this challenge the ethnic differences between many of the pastors in Milpitas and it 
becomes clear that to facilitate relationships beyond an acquaintance level is quite 
challenging.  Yet, these relationships remain essential to the local mission of the Body of 
Christ.  The local pastors not only provide relational modeling, they also effectively serve 
as gatekeepers of their congregation’s greater connections.  If a pastor is dissuaded from 
establishing a working relationship with another congregation, a relational connection 
between those congregations is highly unlikely to happen.  If a working relationship is to 
occur between congregations, the pastors must initiate and nurture it.  Indeed, a 
successful missional strategy would move the local pastors in Milpitas to prioritize their 
relationships to become working partners.  
 If a particular local church practices more assertive evangelism, that church 
should be permitted to exercise its identity in the context of its local service.  Conversely, 
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if a different church practices a more relational form of evangelism, that church should 
not feel pressure to compromise its identity.  Furthermore, if a local church has been 
ministering to a particular segment of the city as part of its missional focus, a strategically 
sound citywide strategy would necessarily compliment that church’s calling.  Predictably, 
each of these challenges arose in the first year of this project.1   
 A strategy for the localized Body of Christ must function in a way that 
compliments the schedules of local congregations.  Considering just how busy most 
church calendars are, not to mention how threatening change to established 
congregational rhythms can be, establishing a collective vehicle for service that 
compliments the schedules of the local churches is quite a challenge.  If this was not 
enough, add in the schedule of the local community.  If the objective of the project is not 
merely to serve, but also to encourage others in the community to serve along with 
churches, an effective strategy must compliment the rhythms of the city and schools.  
Perhaps more than any other challenge, attempting to coordinate the schedules of 
churches and people in fast moving Silicon Valley proved a challenge far more 
formidable than any factor in the first year of this project. 
 One final challenge that was not identified prior to initiating this project but soon 
became apparent in its early stages was finding and coordinating venues for service.  
Anyone can drive around Milpitas and discern that the city has needs.  However, the city 
and schools are not used to being asked, “How can we help?”  It became clear in the early 
                                                        
1 Where some projects are proposals for a ministry that has yet to be tried, as noted elsewhere, this 
project is now in its third year and is being developed for the sake of documenting its success for the sake 
of churches outside of Milpitas.  Subsequently, the reader will note that the tense of this discussion reflects 
this.  The newer aspirations of this project are clarified in a later section of this paper. 
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phases of this project that neither the city nor the schools have the infrastructure to 
coordinate large groups of volunteers. Both are in the habit of outsourcing most of their 
needs to paid contractors.  While the local churches’ offer to help was met with interest, 
the city and schools initially were uncertain how to receive such help.  Consequently, 
providing relationally-based organization for the greater missional effort of the Body of 
Christ became an additional challenge. 
 If an effective missional strategy necessarily requires working relationships 
among the local pastors, the coordination of community and congregational schedules, 
and a means to honors each congregation’s theological and missional DNA, it is no 
wonder that the local Body of Christ rarely participates collectively in mission.  The 
churches in Milpitas were able to overcome these challenges to introduce a powerful 
local witness of the Body of Christ to the local community.  What follows is a description 
of the model that was initially proposed and introduced to the pastors in Milpitas by 
myself and collectively enhanced by the pastors in the Milpitas Pastors Association to 
meet these challenges. 
 
A Strategic Model for the Localized Body of Christ in Milpitas 
 The missional model adopted by the localized Body of Christ in Milpitas has two 
important facets: monthly ministerial gatherings and a vehicle to coordinate local service.  
The monthly ministerial gatherings are essential both for developing relationships among 
the pastors and for organizing local service.  The vehicle coordinating local service, 
which became known as Milpitas Cares, was created to address the challenges related to 
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scheduling service opportunities, to honor varying congregational DNA, and to provide 
the infrastructure to coordinate with the city and its schools.   
 As noted earlier, prior to this project, the Milpitas Pastors Association meetings 
had facilitated relationships largely at an acquaintance level devoid of any concrete 
missional partnership.  This was not for lack of desire, but rather was the upshot of 
limited vision and lack of a model that satisfied the previously-stated challenges.  The 
levels of relational depth among the pastors was related to the lack of a defined mission.  
While Milpitas’ pastors enjoyed the company of their colleagues, there simply was no 
compelling reason to pursue these relationships more deeply given the pastors’ limited 
time.  The hope of this dual-faceted model was that, as the various pastors and their 
churches participated together in mission, it would facilitate deeper relationships.  J.R.R. 
Tolkien illustrated such a development in his book, The Fellowship of the Ring.  The 
disparate characters gathered for the quest in Tolkien’s book only became a true 
“fellowship” as they pursed their mission.  Subsequently, as the missional partnership 
took shape—particularly in the context of these monthly pastoral gatherings—the hope 
was that relationships between pastors and congregations would develop further. 
 The other essential component of the model adopted by the Milpitas pastors was 
the service vehicle known as Milpitas Cares.  Simply stated, Milpitas Cares is a ten-day 
window where the churches and citizens of Milpitas come together to serve the local 
community.  During this stretch of time each local church organizes at least one avenue 
of service that is open to community participation.  Thus, Milpitas Cares functions 
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something like a unifying clearinghouse for the local mission of the Body of Christ.2  To 
be clear, the greater hope was that this ten-day window would function as an introduction 
to local needs.  Then the churches and organizations could encourage further service of 
the participants beyond the ten-day window. 
 To help alleviate the challenge of coordinating each church’s schedule, the dates 
for Milpitas Cares were planned far in advance.  Although there was debate among the 
local pastors regarding exactly how long Milpitas Cares should last, the group settled 
upon ten days.  Ten days over two weekends seemed long enough to allow congregants 
and the community to coordinate their schedules.  While some pastors suggested making 
Milpitas Cares longer, say over the period of a month, the team ultimately decided that it 
would be better to keep the duration of the event shorter to intensify its exposure.  The 
pastors ultimately agreed that any longer period would, in effect, water-down the identity 
of Milpitas Cares as an “event” and make it more of a “season,” thus diminishing its 
“splash,” particularly with the local community and media.   
 By providing a relational vehicle that helps to familiarize people outside the 
Church with the missional ethic of the Body of Christ, the Milpitas Cares model also 
functions evangelistically.  As local congregations sponsor each project, congregants are 
able to continue the relationships developed while serving.  Church members who work 
with people from the community can invite them to connect later with the sponsoring 
                                                        
2 Because this aspect of the model addresses the majority of the previously stated challenges and is 
the primary innovation of this project, Milpitas Cares is given greater attention in the following paragraphs 
over its complimentary component, the monthly gathering.  Yet, this is not to emphasize one aspect of the 




church community—perhaps for worship or the next time the church serves in that venue.  
Because a single congregation typically sponsors each service project, outsiders are 
organically connected with one particular community.  Milpitas Cares thus has the added 
benefit of diminishing potential evangelistic conflicts between the local churches.   
 The Milpitas Cares format also honors the various theological perspectives and 
missional foci of the local churches.  In fact, the reason why local churches so readily 
adopted the Milpitas Cares format was that, in many cases, it simply coordinated and 
promoted what the churches were already doing.  Most local churches were already 
involved in some form of local service.  However, because these efforts were not 
coordinated within the local Body of Christ, these efforts only received the support of the 
sponsoring local congregation.  Rarely did they receive much exposure in the greater 
community.  Subsequently, by scheduling these service opportunities within the same 
ten-day window it provided greater exposure to the community.  
 Moreover, because each church coordinates their respective service projects, this 
allowed each service project to assume the theological shape and missional focus of its 
sponsoring congregation.  The model promotes diversity within the various projects as it 
encourages missional unity.  So, if a local church wanted to clean up a local park and 
pass out tracts to those who were in the park, that did not threaten a church that practiced 
a different form of evangelism.  Even where multiple churches participate in a particular 
project, because each project has one sponsoring church, participants from partnering 
churches know to expect some cultural differences. Where participation is viewed as 
theologically or missionally problematic, congregations simply supported other projects. 
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 Because of its simplicity, Milpitas Cares is able to function without a tremendous 
amount of administrative oversight.  Since each service project is planned and led by its 
sponsoring church, the need for an umbrella organization to coordinate the event is 
minimized.  For example, should a church decide to sponsor a project at the local food 
pantry, members of that local church would contact the local food pantry to discern its 
needs, coordinate the details of the project with the pantry and its church schedule, recruit 
from its congregation, and ultimately communicate with the participants and execute the 
project.  Since the project is locally owned, enthusiasm and ownership is organic.   
 Local volunteers for the Milpitas Cares projects are gathered in one of two 
complimentary ways: through the Milpitas Cares website and by the local sponsoring 
church.  The Milpitas pastors developed a simple website, MilpitasCares.org, to introduce 
the event and garner volunteers.  All of the local advertising in the community directed 
people to the website.  On the website potential volunteers are able to view the various 
projects and sign up to participate.  Should a person sign up for a particular project, the 
sponsoring church is alerted through an automated email along with that person’s contact 
information.  From that point the local church sends and email to the participant 
affirming their interest, communicates with them about the details of project, serves with 
them, and ultimately thanks them for their service.  Congregational volunteers recruited 
from the sponsoring congregation compliment these community volunteers. 
 Despite the simplicity of the model, some greater organizational efforts were 
needed beyond what the monthly pastors’ gatherings could provide.  For example, there 
was a need to develop and update the Milpitas Cares website, to coordinate 
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communication with the local media, and to address liability.  As much as the Milpitas 
Cares model diminishes greater organizational needs, it soon was clear that some 
administrative assistance beyond the monthly gatherings was needed. 
 This is where Christ Community Church of Milpitas offered assistance as a 
congregational servant leader.  Being granted permission from the other churches, CCCM 
provided administrate help.  Being a larger church, this added work did not compromise 
its mission.  Moreover, because the church and its staff are used to handling large-scale 
projects, the needs of Milpitas Cares were not outside of its wheelhouse.  This was and is 
something of a tricky arrangement.  One of the beauties of the Milpitas Cares model is its 
collective ownership.  For a church like CCCM to offer administrative help, it must do so 
completely as a servant to the others, being careful to act only as the other churches 
collectively direct.  This is especially the case since its pastor is the one who initially 
forwarded the idea for Milpitas Cares.  Even the perception that Milpitas Cares is not 
collectively owned equally among the participating churches would compromise its 
ministry as the localized Body of Christ.   
 Although there are many ways that the Milpitas Pastors Association might have 
pursued their mission collectively, they ultimately adopted this two-fold approach of a 
monthly pastoral gathering and an annual service vehicle called Milpitas Cares.  The 
monthly meetings serve to encourage relationships between the Milpitas pastors and 
facilitate their missional organization. Milpitas Cares promotes and coordinates the local 




In Defense of the Model 
 A critic might wonder if this two-pronged model of a relational ministerial 
association and an annual service vehicle really is a biblically-sound missional vehicle for 
the Body of Christ.  Couched in the language of unity amidst diversity, Milpitas Cares 
could be viewed as simply an instrument for local churches to continue to perform their 
congregational mission without truly being unified.  On the surface it is easy to level this 
critique.  However, the reality is that this bi-focused method meets each of the 
theologically informed strategic objectives stated at the outset of this chapter for the 
localized Body of Christ. 
 It helps facilitate the relationships of the pastors and their local partnership 
beyond an acquaintance level.  It creates a vehicle for local churches to partner together 
in Christ’s mission.  Finally, it honors the individual DNA of local congregations.  
Whether the Milpitas Cares model truly promotes church unity is dependent upon one’s 
definition.  If mission serves as the basis for church unity, then the model succeeds.  
Milpitas Cares provides a vehicle that unites local churches in mission and provides 
visibility of the unified Body of Christ in the community. 
 If unity is defined doctrinally, then it falls short.  Yet, greater doctrinal unity 
among churches does not necessitate unity in mission.  For example, there exists 
doctrinal unity in the newly-founded ECO Presbyterian denomination, the parent 
denomination of CCCM.  However, despite this doctrinal unity, there exists very little 
tangible missional unity at this point among various churches.  Subsequently, a model 
that promotes mission as a vehicle for relational unity is more promising than one that 
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emphasizes relational or organizational unity over mission.  In fact, the pursuit of local 
mission may prove a catalyst for greater doctrinal unity within the Body of Christ as the 
resultant relationships promote dialogue. 
 Even as it is impossible to separate the person of Christ with his mission, unity 
and mission within the Body of Christ are likewise necessarily intertwined.  As the Body 
of Christ faithfully pursues the mission of Christ the result is a greater relational unity; 
the reverse is not necessarily true.  Relational or organizational unity does not necessarily 
result in greater missional faithfulness.  There are many doctrinally-cohesive 
congregations with deep relationships among its members that remain largely stagnant in 
their mission.  It would be difficult to find many congregations that are faithful in their 
mission that do not have healthy relationships among their congregants.  Faithfulness in 
mission encourages relational unity in a congregation.   
 The same is true for the greater Body of Christ.  The more the localized Body of 
Christ pursues its mission, the more it will come together relationally.  Again, the 
converse is not necessarily the case.  Many ministerial associations profess strong 
relationships among their members, yet have little resultant missional partnership.  
Subsequently, Milpitas Cares remains a strong for promoting unity in the local Body of 
Christ through mission. 
 
Conclusion 
 Although there are many ways the three strategic emphases identified at the outset 
of this chapter might have been satisfied, the churches in Milpitas ultimately sought to 
work together, pursue Christ’s mission, and honor each other’s differences through a two-
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fold model.  For relational and organizational unity, the pastors in Milpitas gather 
monthly.  As a means of serving Christ together, the churches created a vehicle called 
Milpitas Cares.  The next chapter offers a greater description of Milpitas Cares and how it 









IMPLEMENTATION OF LOCALIZED STRATEGY  
AND A SUGGESTED MEANS OF EVALUATION 
  
Chapter Summary 
 As noted in the previous chapter, to bring the local churches of Milpitas together 
in evangelistic service, I proposed the idea of Milpitas Cares.  Simply stated, Milpitas 
Cares is a ten-day window where the churches and citizens of Milpitas come together to 
serve the local community.  During this period each local church organizes at least one 
avenue of service sponsored by its congregants and encourages the greater community to 
participate.  Thus, Milpitas Cares functions something like a unifying clearinghouse and 
spotlight for the mission of the local Body of Christ. 
Utilizing the strategy articulated in the previous chapter, this chapter describes 
how the Milpitas Pastors Association ultimately adopted and implemented Milpitas Cares 
as a coordinated an evangelistic service vehicle that respected the churches’ theological 
differences and variations in mission foci.  This chapter describes the initial plan 
employed from proposal to execution.  First, it outlines the plan to introduce Milpitas 
Cares to the local pastors and formulate its first service projects.  Second, this chapter 
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describes a means for coordinating the many different projects and facilitating effective 
communication among the project’s participants.  It also describes a means for promoting 
Milpitas Cares both internally to churches and externally to the community.  Fourth, an 
outline for a prayer strategy for Milpitas Cares is introduced.  The chapter next offers a 
means for evaluating and celebrating the project, specifically outlining a number of goals 
for Milpitas Cares and identifying various means for evaluating its success.  Finally, the 
chapter closes by offering a summary of the timeline for the project, its required 
leadership roles, the needed tools and primary tasks.   
Although Milpitas Cares is now approaching its fourth year, this chapter was 
initially developed at the outset of this project in 2012.  It therefore refers to Milpitas 
Cares as a pilot program yet to be launched.  This initial plan is presented for two 
reasons: first, to describe the plan that founded Milpitas Cares; and second, to provide 
insight for other churches wishing to organize a similar model.  Lessons learned are 
referenced in the footnotes and addressed further in the concluding chapter. 
 
The Introduction of Milpitas Cares 
 The first and perhaps most important step toward establishing Milpitas Cares as a 
local outreach strategy is to seek the buy-in of the local churches.  For the plan to 
succeed, the idea must be recognized collectively as benefiting all of the local churches.  
Should any of the churches perceive the plan as a means of promoting the missional 
agenda of any one church—especially that of the largest church in town, Christ 
Community Church of Milpitas—the plan will fail.  Even if a version of Milpitas Cares 
could come to fruition without broad-based buy-in from the pastors in the Milpitas 
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Pastors Association, its evangelistic impact would be severely truncated.  The 
evangelistic impact of the Milpitas Cares model is not only the service it promotes, but 
also how it displays the collective unity of the local churches. 
    Subsequently, the first step toward founding and implementing the Milpitas Cares 
model is for me (the senior pastor of CCCM) to meet personally with a number of the 
local pastors, not to lobby support for Milpitas Cares, but rather to share the idea and seek 
input.  To promote the collective ownership of Milpitas Cares by the local pastors (and 
eventually their churches), it is important that these meetings facilitate further ideas and 
input.  Clearly the pastors are the key to the initial success of Milpitas Cares.  Pastors are 
the primary leaders of Milpitas Cares, both in the context of their congregations and the 
community.  Unless the pastors gain a full understanding of Milpitas Cares and are 
motivated by its vision, it cannot succeed.  Subsequently, the most critical “leadership 
training” must happen at the pastoral level, where I carefully conducted relationally to 
promote Milpitas Cares as a vehicle that is both biblical and beneficial to all churches and 
the community. 
 After the initial idea of Milpitas Cares is introduced and refined through these 
initial discussions, a proposal can next be made at a Milpitas Pastors gathering.  Rather 
than simply have one pastor present the idea, a few different pastors—ideally from 
different ethnicities—will offer the presentation.  While there is the possibility that the 
group will embrace the idea at that meeting, the proposal would be for these pastors to 
consider the plan and discuss it with the leaders in their churches.  Therefore, it is also 
essential that materials summarizing the plan be created for the purpose of helping the 
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pastors communicate the Milpitas Cares project to these leaders.  Then, at a subsequent 
meeting, the pastors can discuss how the leaders in their churches received the idea and 
then decide whether to pursue the plan.  
 Assuming the local churches indeed embrace the plan for Milpitas Cares, the very 
first thing that needs to be decided is the dates for the ten-day window of service.  Given 
the busy and already established schedules of the local churches, settling these dates is 
critical.  Once again, the reason why the proposal for Milpitas Cares is for ten days is to 
allow various churches the flexibility to choose service options over two consecutive 
weekends befitting the mission of their church.  The hope is that with dates selected 
early, an overwhelming majority—if not all—of these busy churches can find flexibility 
in their schedules to make Milpitas Cares a priority. 
 Once the dates for Milpitas Cares are established, the Milpitas Pastors Association 
can begin identifying specific avenues of service.  There are two different types of 
potential projects for Milpitas Cares: projects already established by various churches and 
new projects based on the needs of the city and its schools.1   In the case of the former, of 
particular importance is the coordination of the churches that perform service at the same 
venue.  For example, there are a number of Milpitas churches that minister with the local 
Milpitas Food Bank.  Should more than one church choose the Food Bank as an avenue 
of service for Milpitas Cares, these churches will need to work together—along with the 
Food Bank—to coordinate their efforts.  These potential areas of overlap need to be 
identified to prevent any form of competition or friction between the churches—
                                                        




moreover, efficiency in the volunteers’ efforts.  Ideally, any overlaps in service interest 
will be identified during a Milpitas Pastors Association meeting and resolved by the 
individual churches.   
 Then, one of the more important evangelistic features of the Milpitas Cares 
project is dialoguing with the Milpitas city leaders to identify new projects asking, “How 
can we help?”  Most of the pastors in Milpitas have some level of relational contact with 
leaders in the city.  Many of the city leaders are local church members.  Therefore, 
shortly after the affirmation of the dates for the project, the pastors with community 
connections will coordinate to meet with these leaders to explain Milpitas Cares and to 
discern potential areas where the churches can help. 
 While this method may not be as efficient as assigning one person to make these 
contacts, having a diverse group of pastors approach city leaders relationally will yield 
the best results in the long run.  This approach affirms that Milpitas Cares is indeed a 
missional effort of various churches.  While the hope is that these conversations will 
produce immediate service opportunities, it is more likely that potential partnerships will 
develop over time as city leaders gain increasing understanding and confidence in the 
Milpitas Cares project.2  The results of these meetings and any new potential avenues for 
service in the community will be presented at a subsequent Milpitas Pastors Association 
gathering.  Then, particular churches can discuss how to meet the needs identified in the 
community.  
                                                        
2 This certainly was true over the first few years of Milpitas Cares.  The first year the pastors 
sought out the city and school officials and only a few responded.  By the third year city and school 
officials were initiating the contact. 
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Coordination and Communication 
 At this point in the launch of Milpitas Cares it is becomes clear just how 
important it is that all participating entities—pastors, congregations, community 
participants, city and school leaders—communicate well.  The coordination of such 
diverse groups begins with very clear lines of communication.3  For example 
consideration must be taken to the challenge of leaders at City Hall communicating with 
churches.  These leaders will receive an introduction to Milpitas Cares as one singular 
organization; however, the churches do not operate as one organization. 
 For example, when the mayor wishes to suggest a project for Milpitas Cares, there 
is not central number to call.  Clearly there needs to be one contact point to coordinate the 
churches as one organization.  In fact, the person who coordinates communication for the 
project perhaps serves the most vital position in its execution.  Especially in the first year, 
this person will be expected to field questions from participating groups and synchronize 
the various projects.  Because CCCM and its pastor forwarded the idea of Milpitas Cares, 
in the initial phases of this project a staff person from this church will serve as this 
projects coordinator in partnership with the pastor.  Still, the Milpitas Pastors might wish 
to consider purchasing a phone line and possibly a P.O. Box specifically devoted to 
Milpitas Cares to avoid undo association with any one particular church. 
                                                        
3 This was a painful lesson learned in the first year of Milpitas Cares.  One of the greatest 
successes of the project’s first year was also one of its greatest challenges.  Through Milpitas Cares the city 
perceived the churches as one coordinated entity.  So, the assumption of city leaders was, if there was 
communication with one pastor the whole of the Milpitas Cares entity was informed.  Unfortunately, there 
were a few occasions where the information shared with one church never was shared with the whole.  
Ironically, the churches discovered the same with the city.  The perception of the churches was that the city 
operated as one collective entity.  Of course, that also is not the case.  Information shared with one city 
leader was often not shared with others.  This challenge was addressed in the second year by developing 
point persons for communication, both for the churches and the city. 
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 For good communication as well as execution, in addition to identifying one 
person to serve as projects coordinator, each individual project likewise will need a 
devoted captain.  Because Milpitas Cares only serves as a clearinghouse, each project 
necessarily requires its own leadership.  These captains will take responsibility for 
coordinating, recruiting and then executing each project.  While a concerned citizen may 
identify a particular need in the city, without someone willing to provide the organization 
and leadership to execute it—most likely from within the adopting congregation—there 
exists no means by which projects can be executed. 
 Projects that arise from pre-existing ministries within churches already have some 
organizational structure, leadership and a potential pool of core volunteers from which to 
draw. The challenge is providing leadership for projects coming from outside churches’ 
established ministries.  For example, while the city may identify a park needing cleaning 
and provide the tools necessary for the task, the project still will need a captain to recruit, 
organize and execute.  Subsequently, when an outside project is identified, a church will 
next need to adopt that project as their own and provide a captain who will serve as the 
central organizer and the primary contact for communication.  Each project captain will 
be in communication with the central projects coordinator.  The names, contact 
information and email address of those serving as project captains can be collected from 
the participating churches at a MPA meeting or sent directly to the project coordinator.   
 Finally, also vital to coordinating the projects is a website devoted to Milpitas 
Cares.  A simple website with the domain of MilpitasCares.org will serve to introduce 
Milpitas Cares, the Milpitas Pastors Association and their churches, and display a list of 
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the available projects with the ability to sign up to participate.  All promotions, both 
internally and externally, will direct people to this website.  Ideally even the people 
participating in a project internal to their church will still use this portal to sign up.  In 
this way, not only can a database of participants be built for future years, but participants 
can be directed to complete a simple waiver form releasing participating churches of 
potential liability claims.  On the website a person interested in serving would indicate 
the service project of their interest, fill out an online participation form with their contact 
information and complete the simple liability waiver release.4  CCCM can again offer 
servant leadership by offering its legal recourses to develop the waiver.  The website 
would send a confirmation email response to the participant as well as an email to the 
sponsoring captain of the project, the webmaster for the future communication, and to the 
projects coordinator.  Ideally, the captain of that project would then send a personal email 
personally thanking the volunteer for their participation and to inform them of the greater 
details of the event, moreover provide reminders as the project approached. 
 
Promotion 
 Once the various service opportunities are planned, captains identified and 
projects posted on the website, promotion becomes essential.  While promotion can begin 
prior to all of the details of each project being established and posted on the website, 
most of the greater organization should first be in place.  There are two primary contexts 
                                                        
4 The concern over collective liability was identified early in the discussions about Milpitas Cares.  
Because the churches are in effect working together as one entity, concern was raised that this might leave 
every local church exposed to liability.  Moreover, for the churches to participate with some entities, such 
as the local cities, a liability waiver was required.   
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of promotion for Milpitas Cares and its service opportunities:  internally within the local 
churches and externally to the greater the community.  Especially for the first year, the 
internal promotion of Milpitas Cares to the local churches must hold greater priority.  By 
the time promotion within the local churches begins, the pastors should have a clear 
understanding of the project and its objectives, but the congregations will not. 
 Therefore, it will be critically important to introduce Milpitas Cares to 
congregations in ways that go beyond the service projects that each church provides to 
present the greater vision of local churches serving together as the Body of Christ.  While 
each pastor primarily will be responsible for the promotion of the project within their 
respective church, resources helping to explain the greater vision of Milpitas Cares would 
be helpful.  Who might best produce these materials can be decided by the pastors at an 
MPA gathering.  Printed materials will be essential.  However, since each of the churches 
participating in the MPA also employ some form of video technology in their services, 
video promotion may be even more valuable—especially if the videos go beyond simple 
details to offer visual testimony to the friendships of the local pastors and their collective 
vision for the city. 
Given that I developed the Milpitas Cares concept, it makes sense that I would be 
the one who develops a first draft of these materials describing Milpitas Cares that can 
then be reviewed and amended by the other pastors.  The review process would happen 
both in person at the MPA gatherings and online.  If no other church will take the 
leadership to produce these printed materials, CCCM could produce and distribute them 
electronically and hard copy delivery.  The video explanation/promotional materials 
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would simply be made from prompting local pastors at a MPA gathering to answer, 
“Why are you excited about Milpitas Cares?”  Should no other church offer the 
leadership to produce the video, CCCM could offer its video editing resources.  Both of 
these resources, print and video would be used primarily for internal promotion within 
the local churches. 
 From the outset of the Milpitas Cares project, it will also be important to promote 
the Milpitas Cares project externally to the community.  It is essential from the beginning 
that Milpitas Cares be understood as a vehicle that involves local citizens of Milpitas and 
not only those who attend a local church.  Subsequently, a plan for external advertising 
will need to be developed.  A logo or design for the project will need to be designed and 
approved by the pastors for local branding.  CCCM can help by offering the talents of its 
part-time graphic designer—again ultimately to be approved by the MPA. 
 Then local churches can work with a local printer so that so that each church can 
display the same banner in front of their church buildings announcing their collective 
initiative in the run-up to the Milpitas Cares project.  Should any church have difficulty 
paying for a banner, the other churches could offer financial help.  In addition to these 
banners, calls will be made to local papers seeking free advertisement for a public service 
event. Should finances be acquired from the churches, a more prominent paid 
advertisement may be placed, most likely in the local paper, the Milpitas Post.  When 
contact is made with the local paper, a request for press coverage and a possible story 
covering the event will be presented.  As noted earlier, all promotions will direct people 
to the MilpitasCares.org website to sign up for the various projects.  Special promotion at 
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the annual National Day of Prayer gathering might also be considered.  The MPA will 
identify a person who will coordinate local promotion. 
 For the promotion of Milpitas Cares in subsequent years, it will be important to 
insure that photographs and possibly videos are taken at the various project sites.  People 
participating in the projects should be encouraged to document their service with their 
cell cameras and to send their pictures to the webmaster at MilpitasCares.org.  Still, it 
might also be prudent to task a few talented church members to travel to the various 
service locations to collect more professional looking images. 
 
Prayer Strategy 
 Perhaps more important than all the aforementioned is a plan for praying for 
Milpitas Cares and its evangelistic impact.  To become established and have a lasting 
evangelistic impact, the event will need the Lord’s blessing.  Strategically, the Milpitas 
Pastors will serve as the primary prayer coordinators.  The pastors can pray for the event 
every time they meet and be encouraged to have their congregations to do the same, 
especially in Sunday worship.  Should the event be scheduled after the date of the 
National Day of Prayer, that gathering, which has traditionally been sponsored and 
organized by the Milpitas Pastors Association, could be used to pray for the event, as 
well.  If the National Day of Prayer falls after the event, it then can be an occasion to 
celebrate what God has done through Milpitas Cares.  In future years perhaps an inter-





Celebration, Goals and Evaluation 
 Finally, following the execution of Milpitas Cares, it will be important to 
celebrate and evaluate its success.  The primary place evaluation and celebration will 
occur is within the Milpitas Pastors Association.  The first gathering after the event 
should be treated like a celebration, perhaps with a luncheon more elaborate than the 
typical sandwiches.  Pastors can then tell stories about what happened at their respective 
projects, offer evaluation of how the various projects transpired, and garner suggestions 
for the next year.  Ideally, the pastors would then take these stories back to their 
congregations and celebrate there as well.  Perhaps a short video compiling photographs 
and videos of the project could be created to compliment these congregational celebration 
reports.  Again, CCCM will offer its service to produce such a video if no other church is 
willing.  In addition to the pastors, feedback will be gathered particularly from city and 
school leaders as well as project captains.  If it is possible to gather this disparate group, 
it might be helpful to offer them a celebratory event to say thank you.  
 Perhaps more important than any other metric, the primary measurement of the 
success of Milpitas Cares, especially in its inaugural year, will be the percentage of 
churches within the Milpitas Pastors Association that participate.  As noted earlier in this 
chapter, one of the most important evangelistic features of Milpitas Cares is that it 
intends to display the unity of the local churches.  Subsequently, if a number of churches 
in the Milpitas Pastors Association choose not to participate, this clearly will indeed have 
a negative impact on the project.  For the success of the project, a reasonable goal would 
be the participation of four of the seven member churches of the MPA.    
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 The projects accomplished in the context of Milpitas Cares offer another tangible 
means for determining the success of Milpitas Cares.  As noted earlier, each participating 
church is asked to adopt at least one service project.  Logically, a reasonable goal for the 
number of projects might be one for every participating church.  However, because of the 
size of CCCM, having three times as many regular Sunday worshipers as the next largest 
church (750), should be expected to have at least three projects.  Therefore, with a goal of 
at least four participant churches, this would mean at least seven projects total. 
 Another important feature of Milpitas Cares is the potential partnership with the 
city and local schools.  As noted earlier, this aspect of the project will likely require a few 
years to come to full fruition.  However, it is reasonable to set a goal for the inaugural 
year of the project to insure that this critical aspect becomes a part of its ongoing DNA.  
In the first year, it would be reasonable if two of the seven projects were newly-
established partnerships with the city or schools.    
 Just how many people participate is another important metric for Milpitas Cares.  
The total number of participants is less important than simply having enough volunteers 
to accomplish the projects.  In fact, it is quite possible that some projects will need to 
limit the number of people able to participate.  Given that the goal of the project is to 
have an increasing impact on the city, noting how many people participated would be 
helpful.  Moreover, while it will be challenging to garner many people from the 
community in the first year, it is reasonable that through personal invitations and 
advertising that some would participate from the community.  Therefore, a fitting goal for 
the first year would be to obtain all the needed volunteers for each adopted project, 
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acquiring volunteers from each participating church and at least some community 
participants for each project. 
 Finally, perhaps the most important evaluations of the Milpitas Cares project are 
the more subjective assessments of the pastors, project captains and even of those served.  
For example, two important outcomes of the project should be improved relationships 
among local pastors and a greater vision for the MPA for the city.  An important question 
for the pastors after the project might be, “Did Milpitas Cares offer you greater vision for 
partnering with other churches to reach the city?” 
 Conversely, one of the stated goals for the project was to create a service outreach 
vehicle that would respect the theological and missional identity of each given church.  
So an important question would be, “Did the Milpitas Cares project in any way challenge 
the theological or missional identity of your church?”  Some other important questions 
that could appear on the post-project evaluations could be:  How do you feel Milpitas 
Cares glorified God in the city?  Did the projects accomplished make a difference in the 
community?  Did Milpitas Cares raise the profile of the local churches in the community?  
Did the community see the Body of Christ in action through Milpitas Cares?  Did the 
project offer the churches any greater power in the city?  Did Milpitas Cares offer your 
congregation a greater vision for caring for and reaching the city? Again, questions like 
these are more subjective in nature, but they may actually yield some of the most 
important data from the project.  Appendix B contains a timeline, required leadership 






Having described a way churches in Milpitas can establish a means of service 
outreach despite their theological differences and variations in mission foci to bless the 
local community as the Body of Christ, the next step is to put Milpitas Cares into action.  
The summary and conclusion of the paper reports the results of the plan to organize and 
execute Milpitas Cares.  It notes its successes, some of the lessons learned, as well as 
some suggestions for the project’s future.   
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 
 In the winter of 2012 Milpitas Cares was an idea conceived in frustration; today 
Milpitas Cares is a reality entering its fourth successful year.  It is exciting to report that 
Milpitas Cares is working and the Milpitas Pastors gatherings have a renewed sense of 
purpose.  This success is the result of the foundation laid in the initial year of the project. 
 The purpose of this concluding chapter is to describe the results of the initial pilot 
plan to establish Milpitas Cares, its subsequent developments, some lessons learned, and 
a to propose a few possibilities for the project’s future.  This chapter particularly 
addresses the initial goals outlined in the previous chapter for the first year of the project:  
that four of the seven member churches in the MPA would participate, that at least seven 
projects would be accomplished, that at least two of the seven projects be new 
partnerships with the city or schools, and that each project acquire all the needed 
volunteers to accomplish each project, including some participants from the community.  
The chapter then addresses the more subjective evaluations of the project and suggests 
some ideas for the future of Milpitas Cares.  It concludes by briefly addressing the hope 
introduced at the outset of this paper, asking whether the model truly is reproducible. 
 
Four of the Seven Churches in the Milpitas  
Pastors Association would Participate 
 
 As noted in the previous section, for the project to succeed a majority of the 
churches in the Milpitas Pastors Association (MPA) needed to participate.  Anything less 
than a majority would raise the question whether Milpitas Cares truly was a project of the 
MPA—moreover, whether the project truly displayed the unity of the local churches.  
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The goal for the pilot year of the project was that at least four of the seven member 
churches would participate.  
 Fortunately, the churches in the MPA were open and very willing to give Milpitas 
Cares a try.  In fact, it was surprising how quickly the pastors adopted the idea.  The 
pastors initially introduced to Milpitas Cares embraced it readily and then spoke in 
support of the project at the next MPA gathering.  Even though most of the pastors did 
not understand the full aspirations of the project, there was just enough interest in mutual 
mission to encourage participation.  Worth noting is how the churches received the 
initiative of myself and CCCM.  Rather than raising concern, the churches were outright 
delighted that the largest church in town was willing to provide leadership.  The group 
immediately made a commitment to pursue Milpitas Cares.  Ultimately, six of the seven 
member churches participated in Milpitas Cares. 
 Today, as Milpitas Cares enters its fourth year, nine churches have made a 
commitment to participate in the project in 2016.  The two English-speaking churches 
that previously were not active in the MPA, now participate regularly in the monthly 
meeting and in Milpitas Cares.  Although the churches initially lacked a full 
understanding of the greater scope of Milpitas Cares, today each of the pastors hold a 
firm understanding of the project’s goals as well as a renewed vision for the local Body 
of Christ.   
 
At Least Seven Projects would be Accomplished 
 The second goal for the first year of Milpitas Cares was to complete at least seven 
projects.  This number was derived from the hope that four participant churches would 
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sponsor at least one project and CCCM, because of its size, would sponsor three projects.  
The great news is that the churches accomplished eleven different projects in the first 
year.  Three of the churches sponsored one project each; one sponsored two and CCCM 
ended up completing six different projects.  CCCM adopted more projects mostly 
because of my informed enthusiasm.  Since I am the author of Milpitas Cares, I had a 
larger commitment to its success, as well as a better grasp of its vision and the 
congregation responded. 
 What began as eleven local projects in the first year of Milpitas Cares grew to 
twenty different projects in the third year, along with a collection drive for linens, canned 
food, and eyeglasses.1  While some congregations continue to sponsor one project, most 
churches now sponsor two or more—not simply to sponsor more projects, but because 
there’s a desire to respond to the needs identified in the community. 
 
Establish at Least Two New Avenues of Service for the City or Schools 
 Milpitas Cares was created not simply to coordinate and highlight the service 
ministries of local churches, but rather to identify and meet the needs of the local 
community.  Because projects connected to the city and schools necessitated a relational 
connection, it was assumed that this aspect of Milpitas Cares would require a few years to 
blossom.  Still, it was critical that this component be included in the project’s DNA from 
the beginning.  Subsequently, the goal was to establish at least two new avenues of 
service for the city or schools.  However, because of the enthusiasm of the mayor and the 
                                                        
1 See the Appendix A for a listing of these projects. 
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relationships CCCM had with two elementary schools, most of first year projects were 
actually new efforts to serve the community.  Ultimately, a total of six of the initial 
eleven projects were needs identified within the community, four by the city and two 
from the schools where CCCM sponsored an evangelistic afterschool program.   
   After learning about Milpitas Cares from one of the pastors, the mayor of 
Milpitas, Jose Esteves, became quite enthusiastic about the project.  He even offered to 
send out a message in the local water bills to encourage community participation.  
However, it was decided that before such a petition was made broadly, the infrastructure 
of Milpitas Cares should be established and its kinks worked out.  Still, with the mayor’s 
support projects in the community were identified—three parks that needed cleaning and 
a request to paint the “snack shack” at the local football field.  The city went so far as to 
send a representative with tools and garbage bags to each clean up site.  The parks ended 
up being an easy fit for the sponsoring church because, after the congregation cleaned 
together, they hosted picnics.  
 However, despite the early support of the city, the churches have since shifted 
from partnering with the city to focusing on schools.  Although the city remains 
enthusiastic about Milpitas Cares, it became clear that there just was not enough work for 
churches to do.  For example, although the city requested that the parks be cleaned, 
because the city contracts to have the parks cleaned monthly, there was not enough 
substantial work for the volunteers.  However, the opposite was true in the schools.  The 
school principals had no difficulty creating a list of needs ranging from gardening to 
sorting books and general cleaning.  In fact, the two elementary schools that participated 
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in the initial year of Milpitas Cares now place it on their school calendars and rely upon 
its volunteers.  The Milpitas Pastors Association now has set the goal in 2016 to have at 
least one church adopt each of the nine schools in the community.  The hope is that these 
relational partnerships might open doors to further ministry.  This already has happened 
with Christ Community Church of Milpitas.  The two elementary schools it initially 
served through Milpitas Cares now have invited the church to hold its Christian-based 
English as a Second Language classes right on the campus. 
 As noted in an earlier chapter, one of the lessons learned in the first year of the 
project was the need for simplified communication.  The churches quickly learned that 
there was no one central point of communication with “the city;” and the city learned the 
same lesson with the churches.  So, beginning in the second year of the project, the 
churches established one central point of communication with the city and the city did 
likewise.  For the churches this was through an administrator at Christ Community 
Church of Milpitas.  Instead of this raising concern, the churches welcomed the initiative 
of CCCM as a means of serving the greater whole.  After establishing a clearer means of 
communication, not only did Milpitas Cares run smoother, but the churches also acquired 
a unified identity with the city and schools. 
 
That Each Project would Acquire the Volunteers Needed to Accomplish Each 
Adopted Project and would Include some Participants from the Community 
 
 Although the total number of people participating in Milpitas Cares was an 
important metric for evaluation, particularly in its pilot phase, the pastors were more 
concerned that the individual projects were completed and done well.  Even if the 
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churches were prolific in their service, what good would it do for profile of the local 
Body of Christ in the community if those projects were not completed or were done 
poorly.  In the first year of Milpitas Cares, there were approximately 165 volunteers 
serving at the seven different project sites—to the great delight of the MPA.  However, 
just as encouraging was the quality of how the projects were accomplished.  Because of 
the system established through online registration, no projects had too many people or too 
few.  Although some people who signed up for the projects ultimately did not come, 
some came that did not register and that made up for these gaps.   
 It is been somewhat difficult to gauge just how many people who serve with 
Milpitas Cares are connected to the local churches versus how many are from the greater 
community.  While this uncertainty could be clarified by asking a person to declare 
whether they are connected to a church when they register, the MPA decided not to seek 
this information for fear of implying that Milpitas Cares was only—or even primarily—
for church members. Consequently, the data regarding community participation is mostly 
observational, collected from the various project captains.  Still, it is safe to conclude that 
very few people from outside the sponsoring churches participated in the first year of the 
project.  Of all the initial aspirations for the pilot year, this is the one goal where the 
project did not excel.  To be fair, there were some outside participants, but likely less 
than ten.  That is less than 6 percent of total participants.  In subsequent years the total 
number of community participants has risen, but not dramatically as a percentage.  In 
2015 there were approximately 450 participants—a reason for great celebration among 
the pastors.  However, it is estimated that less than 7 percent (approximately thirty-five 
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people) were from the community and not connected to any local church.  However, this 
may change in 2016.   
 One of the local school board members, Danny Lau, has committed to contact the 
school principals who have not yet embraced Milpitas Cares and to encourage them to 
use it as a service vehicle for the schools.  In other words, he is encouraging them not just 
to seek the help of a sponsoring church, but to solicit help from the parents and students 
within the school.  It is worth noting that Lau is not a Christian; his faith background is 
Buddhist.  He has seen how the participant schools have benefited and wants to see it 
reproduced (and increased) in each of the city’s schools. 
 As noted in the Introduction, immigrant families in Milpitas often are particularly 
interested in instilling ethical values in their children in contrast to what is often 
perceived as deficient values in the culture at large.  It remains to be seen whether the 
service opportunities presented by Milpitas Cares will be perceived as a means for 
parents to accomplish this.  Regardless, if Milpitas Cares is going to continue to grow, it 
will soon hit its ceiling for church member participation and will need the participation of 
the greater community.  Subsequently, now that the infrastructure of Milpitas Cares is 
now in place, the pastors will be making a more concerted effort to encourage greater 
community participation.  This year flyers will be created to post in local shops around 
town, to compliment the personal invites of congregants, and to be send home to the 
parents of school children.  Moreover, specific efforts to contact local service 





Subjective Evaluations  
 As noted in the previous chapter, some of the most important evaluations of the 
Milpitas Cares project are more subjective.  Specifically, the personal assessments of the 
pastors, project captains and even of those served may be the most important means of 
evaluating its success.  Unfortunately, it has not been easy to get many written 
evaluations back from pastors and project captains.  Each year after Milpitas Cares, the 
pastors have taken a full meeting to offer testimonies of how things went with their 
individual projects, but there’s been a reluctance to take the time to place anything of 
substance in writing.  This is not because evaluations are not happening in the context of 
the individual projects, but rather from a perceived lack of reason to record and pass these 
evaluations along to the MPA.  To amend this deficiency, there is a plan in place this year 
to use the names and email address gathered through the website to solicit feedback 
directly from the volunteer participants. 
 Despite the lack of a written evaluation confirming it, the relationships among the 
pastors in the Milpitas Pastors Association have clearly deepened.  At the outset of this 
project in 2012, relationships among the pastors were mostly cursory and the MPA 
meetings were largely aimless.  Now equipped with Milpitas Cares as a missional engine, 
the MPA meetings now hold purpose and direction.  In 2012 attendance at the ministerial 
gatherings was inconsistent; now it is unusual for less than 75 percent of the participants 
to be at any given meeting.  Moreover, it is not unusual for pastors to go out of their way 
to host the gatherings and provide a lunch beyond simple sandwiches.  The number of 
participating churches has also grown.  As noted previously, the two churches that had 
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only participated on occasion now are regular contributors and participants in the MPA 
and Milpitas Cares.  In fact, the project has so impacted the relationships among the 
pastors that the MPA recently took an overnight prayer retreat—and only one 
participating pastor was absent. 
 Part of the reason why the pastors lacked vision for impacting the city was for the 
absence of any experience of collective political power.  That has also changed.  In the 
fall of 2014 a measure to build a casino in Milpitas was placed on the local ballot.  The 
MPA members were unanimous in their opposition to the measure, however there was no 
sense of how the voice of the churches might be heard.  After a lengthy discussion the 
group decided to send one pastor to speak to the mayor and to have representative pastors 
participate in an upcoming press release.  The press release garnered a good deal of press 
for the Milpitas Pastors Association and portrayed the local churches as unified.  The 
mayor, in part from his awareness of the increasing power of the churches in the city, 
ultimately withdrew his support of the casino and the measure failed.  Prior to Milpitas 
Cares, the churches would not have seen themselves as a unified group, moreover having 
a seat in the civic arena.  A number of pastors have personally testified about how 
Milpitas Cares helped them realize the power of a unified Church.  Not only have the 
projects accomplished made a tangible difference in Milpitas; the resultant unity of the 
churches has made a similar difference. 
 Interestingly, the concern of theological tension arising among the churches has 
not become a problem.  In fact, just the opposite is true.  Rather than seemingly 
compromise the theological identity of any given church, Milpitas Cares has encouraged 
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churches to partner together, despite their theological differences.  For example, last year 
the Southern Baptist and Methodist churches partnered together at the local food pantry 
in one collective project.  CCCM, a Presbyterian church, partnered with the Korean Bible 
church at a local school. Moreover, because of improved relationships among the 





 Beyond the future aspirations for Milpitas Cares already noted, two primary 
questions have arisen in respect to the project’s future.  First, given the quick growth of 
Milpitas Cares, how can this growth be sustained and supported?  Second, should 
Milpitas Cares expand beyond Milpitas?  Over three short years, Milpitas Cares has 
grown from an idea to become a large-scale project involving nine churches, 450 people, 
five schools and various departments in the city.  Still there is room for more growth, 
particularly with the schools.  The question is how this growth can be sustained.  One 
solution discussed by the MPA is to hire and collectively support a local missionary to 
help organize Milpitas Cares as a part-time job.   
 Beyond meeting the project’s growing administrative needs, a related question is 
how to promote greater volunteer participation.  One possible solution would be to permit 
companies or other service organizations to sponsor projects without a local church 
partner.  However, to this point the pastors in the MPA have made it clear they are not 
interested in expanding Milpitas Cares beyond the sponsorship of participating churches.  
This policy was first prompted by a request from a local Mormon church wishing to 
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participate.  The pastors unanimously decided, while it was possible for the Mormon 
churches to volunteer with a sponsoring church, the Mormons could not sponsor a 
project.  The collective opinion was that Mormon sponsorship might compromise the 
profile of the local Body of Christ in the local community.  The same was reasoned 
regarding corporate sponsorship.  Corporations can participate, but only churches can 
sponsor projects.  With these boundaries, the scope of Milpitas Cares may not be able to 
expand too much further.  Although this decision limited the expansion of Milpitas Cares, 
there is no doubt it has maintained the clarity of the local witness. 
 Despite the stance it took regarding Mormon churches, the MPA has remained 
open to the participation of the local Catholic churches.  Considering the historic 
sentiment of some of the participant MPA churches toward the Catholic Church, this is 
an interesting development.  It is clear that the model has offered vision for how churches 
with theological differences can participate together in mission.  There are two large 
Catholic churches in Milpitas.  However, the churches are very understaffed and the 
priests are overworked.  If Milpitas Cares is to expand, moreover to have an even greater 
representation of the local Body of Christ, the expressed hope of the MPA is to get the 
Catholic churches involved. 
 The MPA also has discussed whether Milpitas Cares should consider expansion 
beyond the boundaries of Milpitas.  This question has arisen primarily from the many 
congregants who attend churches in Milpitas, but actually live in surrounding cities.  The 
congregants who have seen the power of the project working in Milpitas began 
wondering if the same care can expand to their own city.  To this point, the answer has 
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been no.  Although the enthusiasm of these congregants is encouraging, without a clear 
way to partner with an adjacent ministerial association, the MPA has declined at this time 
to consider expansion.  However, there remains a desire to see the Milpitas Cares model 
replicated.  Which raises thoughts about the model truly being reproducible? 
 
A Reproducible Model 
 
 The hope of this paper is that the model described would inspire others to attempt 
a similar outreach.  There exist hundreds if not thousands of ministerial associations 
throughout the United States and around the world.  The question is could these groups 
reproduce what has happened in Milpitas?  The answer is yes and no. 
 In its simplest form, yes, the model is clearly reproducible.  With some work, 
most ministerial associations can organize a ten-day window as a missional clearinghouse 
for the local churches, highlighting their service in the local community.  This project has 
demonstrated that a ministerial association, even in a very ethnically diverse city, 
empowered with the Milpitas Cares model, can raise the profile of the local Body of 
Christ and impact the community.  
 What is not reproducible is the desire of local ministers to do more than hold a 
monthly meeting.  Much is dependent upon the make up of the association and the 
leadership of at least one of the ministers.  In Milpitas the minsters were open to 
partnering missionally and were willing to experiment together—in large part because of 
their evangelical convictions.  What the model cannot produce is a collective desire of the 
churches to organize and serve the community.  The leadership of at least one pastor and 
the movement of the Lord’s Spirit are vital to any attempt to reproduce Milpitas Cares. 
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 A skeptic also might wonder whether the Milpitas Cares model is reproducible 
without a larger church like Christ Community Church of Milpitas providing its 
resources.  There is little question that the local outreach in Milpitas has benefited from 
the resources of a larger church.  However, a group of local churches seeking to 
implement a model similar to Milpitas Cares would have little problem with 
implementation—until the outreach grew beyond the basic efforts of the participating 
congregations.  The resources of CCCM have allowed the model to grow quickly beyond 
its basic form.  However, because each church is responsible for the internal promotion 
and implementation of each project, in its basic form, the administrative needs of the 
model are manageable.  Extra administrative help becomes increasingly necessary as the 
coordination of projects expand outside of the congregations to city and school projects.  
However, there is no reason why the model need expand beyond the existent bandwidth 




 Should a group of churches wish to implement a model similar to Milpitas Cares, 
there is little question that it would take extra work—to provide leadership, organize 
promotion, and coordinate such a ministry.  But it is possible to reproduce.  The more 
challenging question is whether local churches will see it as important.  Frankly, it is 
difficult to consider the vision that Jesus painted for the Church and not draw that 
conclusion.  The Body of Christ is called to cooperate in local mission.  While the hope 
of this paper is that churches would consider the Milpitas Cares model as a means of 
pursuing local mission, its deeper prayer is that pastors and local churches would realize 
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that such local partnership is indeed possible—and that the potential of the local Body of 








Sample Projects Accomplished through Milpitas Cares 
Below are the projects accomplished through Milpitas Cares, 2013-2016.  The 
descriptions are taken directly from the MilpitasCares.org website as listed in the first 





Adopt a Creek (2014) - Walk a chosen length of creek to pickup litter and report large 
items and illegal dumping. 
 
Park Clean-up (2013-2015) – We’ll be picking up litter throughout the picnic areas, 
perimeters, and grass fields.  Weeding walkways and garden areas.  Removing staples, 
gum, etcetera from picnic tables, park benches and playground equipment. 
 
Sports Park Snack Shack (2014) – Come help with painting of the snack shack—
outside and inside—and a cleaning of the bleachers at the Milpitas Sports Center. 
 






Heritage Home (2015-2016) - We will be painting the kitchen, doing yard work and 
washing their vans.  Come help us bless this organization!   
 
Milpitas Food Pantry (2015-2016) – We will be helping to add more shelving for 
storage of food at the Pantry. We will also paint four existing clothing storage 
wardrobes.  PLEASE NOTE: parking is very limited; carpooling suggested.  We need 30 
- 40 volunteers to empty a large storage container of canned foods. These cans need to be 
sorted into food groups. Volunteers are requested to bring fresh potatoes and onions to 
provide fresh, long-lasting produce for those who come to the food bank.  PLEASE 
NOTE: parking is very limited; carpooling suggested. 
 
Mobile Home Park (2013-2014) – Help us with general clean up and mobile home light 
remodeling and repair. 
 
Neighborhood Clean-up (2014-2016) – Annual Milpitas Neighborhood Spring Clean 




Real Options (2015-2016) – We will be preparing prenatal kits to support healthy moms 
and babies in Santa Clara County and assembling tree ornaments for “Christmas Tree Of 
Love.”  Come join us!   
 
Rebuilding Together (2015) - We will be passing out flyers in previously identified 
neighborhoods in need in Milpitas. Flyers will be left on doorsteps. Training will be 
provided prior to walking the neighborhoods.  Put on your walking shoes and come join 
us!   
Home improvement projects for needy families.  We’ve replaced siding, built home 
access handicap ramps, landscaping improvements, painting, plumbing work, etc. 
 
Respite (2015-2016) - Our Respite event is an opportunity for parents of children with 
special needs to have an afternoon of rest and refreshment. We provide loving care for 
their children - both special needs and their siblings. We have a need for people to set up 
/ tear down the many activity stations we provide. Set up would be from 10AM to 12PM. 
Tear down would be from 4:30PM to 6PM. You can volunteer for one of these offerings.  
We also have a need for a nurse who can to be onsite during the event.  See Respite Event 





Burnett (2014-2016) - We will scrub the lunch tables, freshen up the paint on the 
Bulldog paw prints on the walkways and clean the Learning Center tables and chairs.  We 
have a tree to plant in the planter we built last year!  We will also do clear weeds for a 
student garden, put in a stone walkway, and possibly build some benches. 
 
Cal Hills (2015-2016) – Create a garden and student sitting area.  Create a stone 
walkway.  Pack books to move a classroom.  We will be building wooden benches and 
planting in an existing garden. 
 
Milpitas Christian School (2016) - We will paint three doors, move furniture, pressure 
wash lunch tables and do some playground maintenance.  Come join us!  
 
Milpitas High School (2016) - We will be pulling weeds around the campus that are 
starting to over run many of the garden beds. 
 
Pomeroy (2016) - We will be pulling weeds around the campus. Weeds are starting to 
over run many of the garden beds. 
 
Rancho Middle School (2016) – We will be removing storage materials from school 
lockers, helping teachers and administrators box up educational materials (involves 
boxing and labeling. Do not have to lift), cleaning cupboards (dusting, throwing out 
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outdated materials) washing inside windows. Also, construction of benches/picnic table if 
skilled workers available. 
 
Randall School (2013-2016) – Pulling staples off walls.  Packing and moving the library.  
Printing and assembling curriculum.  Building shelving and organizing P.E. equipment 
and other storage.  Cleaning windows and outside tables.  We will be pulling weeds 
around the campus. Weeds are starting to over run many of the garden beds. 
 
Rose School (2013-2016) – Landscaping maintenance throughout the campus.  Organize 
library.  Wash windows.  We will organize the Book Room, weed the garden, clean up 
the campus, deep clean the outside tables and clean the outside windows.  
 
Russell Middle School (2016) - We will fix and paint benches, build new benches/tables, 
stamp obsolete books and power wash the concrete. (Before Milpitas Cares we 
landscaped the campus, power washed restrooms, and painted several rooms.  So we have 
a long history of helping at Russell.) 
 
Sinnott (2016) - Want to join us in a simple task to help our community to thrive in 
learning and healthy eating? We will be helping students and teachers at Sinnott 
Elementary further their hands-on education by constructing a garden. No experience is 
necessary, just a heart to see kids love learning and love eating fresh fruits and 
vegetables. Also, we will be tidying up the school’s library so students can grow their 
passion for reading in a fresh, clean, cool library.  Lastly, basic cleaning done to doors 





Blankets (2014) – Help us collect blankets for the local homeless. 
 
Coats & Jackets (2015) – Help us collect coats and jackets for elementary school 
children in need in our community. 
 
Eyeglasses (2014) – Bring your old eyeglasses for those unable to afford eyeglasses in 
Guatemala. 
 
P B & J (2016) – Peanut butter and jelly collection for the local food pantry. 
 
School Supplies (2015) - We will be collecting reams of copy paper, Kleenex, Lysol 
Cleaning Wipes, hand sanitizer, pencils, etc. to donate to two elementary schools in 








Timeline, Required Leadership Roles,  
and its needed Tools and Primary Tasks 
 
Here is the plan for executing Milpitas Cares summarized in a timeline: 
August 2012:  Create proposal and seek buy-in from the Milpitas Pastors Association 
and adopt initial plan.  Produce introductory materials for churches. 
September 2012:  Upon approval, establish the dates of Milpitas Cares, 2013.  
Approve and distribute introductory material and video for internal promotion.  
Identify the Project Coordinator.  Begin identifying potential projects.  Begin 
prayer for Milpitas Cares. 
October 2012:  Pastors begin meeting with city officials and school representatives 
to present the program and ask, “How can we help?” 
November 2012:  Report requested service needs to the Milpitas Pastors and invite 
individual churches to adopt local projects.  Begin identifying project captains. 
January 2013: Create interactive website to describe projects, invite community 
participation, and address liability.  Establish an advertising plan. 
March 2013:  Finalize project details with local coordinators and strategize local 
promotion with participating churches, the city, and the local press.  Launch 
website and begin external promotion. 
May 2, 2013:  Utilize National Day of Prayer as platform for last minute invitation.  
May 10-18, 2013: Execute Milpitas Cares.  
May 19, 2013:  Send notes of thanks to the project captains and to all participants 
from the Milpitas Pastors.  Request photos and video from the project captains.  
June 2013:  Celebrate and evaluate Milpitas Cares with pastors, city officials, school 
representatives and project captains.  Collect photos and videos of projects for 
celebration and future promotion.  
 
 
Here is a summary of the various leadership roles identified to execute Milpitas Cares: 
 
1. Pastors—The local pastors will serve as the primary leaders of the collective 
project, particularly within their congregation. 
2. Projects Coordinator—This person will coordinate all communication and local 
projects.  In the first year, this person will come from CCCM and work with its 
pastor. 
3. Project Captains—Captains will oversee, coordinate and execute the various 
projects and will be recruited from within each church. 
4. Webmaster—The MPA will identify a web designer/master who will design and 
maintain a simple website.  
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5. Photographers and Videographers—Individuals to document local service 
projects will be recruited from each church. 
6. A Local Printer—A printer will be identified and agreed upon by the MPA. 
7. Promotion Coordinator—Along with the Project Coordinator and the pastor of 
CCCM, this person will coordinate the promotions for Milpitas Cares. 
 
 
Here is a summary of the various tools and tasks identified to execute the Milpitas Cares 
project: 
 
1. Development of materials—Introductory printed materials will be drafted by the 
pastor of CCCM and approved by the pastors. 
2. Basic liability waiver—Coverage that satisfies church, city, and schools will be 
drafted by CCCM and approved by the local pastors.  
3. Graphic design of a logo for Milpitas Cares—A logo for Milpitas Cares will be 
provided by CCCM and approved by the MPA for use in all promotion. 
4. Advertising plan—The Project Coordinator, along with the Project Coordinator 
and the pastor of CCCM will develop a proposal for advertising to be approved by 
the MPA.  Funds for advertising will be collected from the various churches. 
5. Project tools and supplies—Each project captain will coordinate the tools and 
materials needed for each project. 
6. Evaluation survey—A draft of an evaluation survey will be drafted by the pastor 
of CCCM and approved by the MPA.  The survey will be sent and complied by 
the webmaster. 
7. Celebratory video—Photographs and videos will be collected electronically by 
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